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FOREWORD
Rudney N. Purvis, Q. C.
White collar crimes — crimes committed by persons of respectability
and high social status in the course of their occupations — also are
extremely wide spread, but an index of their frequency is not found
in police reports. . . . Fraud is also present in the legal profession.
Popular feeling-inclines to the belief that a lawyer cannot be successful
if completely honest. .. . Though absence of ofﬁcial statistics makes
it impossible to determine the truth or falsity ofthis popular opinion,
it probably exaggerates the extent ofdishonesty in the profession. . . .
(Criminologv. Sutherland & Cressey, 9th edn., pp. 40, 43).
Is the assessment of Sutherland and Cressey apposite to Australia in the
latter quarter of the Twentieth Century?
Are fraud and misappropriation common in the legal profession? Have
Law Societies and Bar Associations sufﬁciently promoted codes of ethics, and
do they play their part in prosecuting unethical and openly criminal practices
by their members? Does the “spirit of combat” in legal trials make it necessary
for some lawyers to practise fraud and misrepresentation by unis-statement and
concealment of the whole truth if they are to win cases?
These are some of the questions sought to be raised by the Institute at its
seminar “Crime and the Professions — The Legal Profession”. An associated
seminar, “Crime and the Professions: The Provision of Medical Services”, was
held by the Institute in 1981 (Syd. Inst. Crim. Proc. N0. 50) then with the intent
to assess the extent of malpractice there prevalent and the factors present in a
professional society leading to the commission of acts of criminality.
The papers delivered at “The Legal Profession” Seminar sought to: —
. place the Legal Practitioners Act 1898, as amended from time to time, in
a modern context and instance its requirements;
. .deﬁne defalcation, measure its signiﬁcance, and instance occurrences ofit;
. illustrate remedial steps currently being considered and those in the course
' of being implemented;
. examine the phenomenon of Trust Account defalcations, and the kinds of
~ defalcations that exist;
- seek an understanding of, or motivation for, the causes of defalcations
from “hard data” in contrast to speculation;
. measure the extent to which steps taken to prevent Trust Account defalca-
tions have, or have not, achieved an acceptable degree of success, and
recommend steps that might be taken to deal with the problem;
. emphasise the deterrent problem rather than any aspect of recidivism, the
latter not being seen as a factor;
. indicate that the imposition of restrictions or mandatory procedures must
be weighed against the effect they will have on a solicitor’s capacity to
conduct his business as he thinks ﬁt, and to his “greatest proﬁt”;
 explain the role of an investigator appointed under the provisions of the
legal Practitioners Act, his powers and the extent of the examination
conducted;
illustrate from cxpe1ience and case study the predominant pattern emerging
trom investigations being that of er1n11nal1ty and not inefﬁciency;
make the point that probably no other profession has the opportunity and
the means to perpetrate large scale frauds “if the members are so 1ncl1ned.’
cross fertilize the Australian legal environment with “personal perspectives”
based on experiences in the United States, to the intent that a further in-
sight might be had~into the practices observed in the Australian legal
profession; ’
consider ways and means of reducing the temptation and the role sought
to be played by the existing disciplinary tribunals, and assess the beneﬁt
likely to be derived from model rules of professional conduct.
The papers and the discussion that followed on their presentation were,
and are, forthright and provocative, and bring together a depth of research and
experience.
The truth of the “popular opinion” mentioned by Sutherland and Cressey
(supra) has been illustrated. The course now to be taken is to ensure the provision
of appropriate information as to defalcations and publication.
The continuance of education and the strengthening of codes of responsi-
bility are to go hand in hand with an increasing supervision of the activities of
members of the profession, replacing to a large extent selfregulation, and perhaps
- even a computer monitoring of the recording of a' solicitor’s and a solicitor’s
client’s financial transactions
TRUST ACCOUNT DEFALCATIONS — HOW AND WHY —-
THE SYSTEM AND THE MOTIVE
K.A. Carling, IJ..B.,
A Solicitor of the Supreme Court, N.S.W.
History of Present Legislation
Accounting requirements for solicitors in this State are governed by the
provisions of the Legal Practitioners Act, 1898. That Act repealed all prior legis—
lation relating to solicitors including the Legal Practitioners Act, 1892. The Act
has been amended on nine occasions and is due for a major overhaul during 1983
as a result of the report into the legal profession by the NSW Law Reform Com-
mission. Major amendments to the Act took place in 1935, 1967 and 1974.
The ﬁrst real recognition of self-regulation was introduced in the 1935
amendment with the introduction of a Solicitors Statutory Committee and also
the Solicitors Fidelity Guarantee Fund. Part VII of the Act which relates to
Trust Accounts was also introduced in 1935. That included 3. 41 which is in
substantially the same form today. Section 42 simply provided that a solicitor
should keep acocunt of all monies received by him pursuant to s. 41 in such a
manner as to disclose the true position in regard thereto and to enable the
accounts to be conveniently and properly audited. Section 43 made it profes-
sional misconduct for a solicitor to wilfully fail to comply with the provisions of
SS. 4] and 42.
Despite the introduction of the new Part VII there were then no Trust
Account Regulations and these were introduced with effect from 1 July, 1945.
These regulations were made by the Council of the Incorporated Law Institute
and approved by the Governor. The Trust Account regulations are substantially
in the same form as present although there was no provision for ajournal. While 1
the Act permitted the Council to appoint an accountant to examine Trust
Account there were no provisions for investigators or Receivers. This section
(5. 42A) permitting trust account inspectors was introduced in 1974.
Part VIII of the 1935 Act provided for a Solicitors Fidelity Guarantee
Fund to be held and applied for the purpose of reimbursing persons who suffered
loss by reason of the theft or fraudulent misappropriation by a solicitor of trust
monies received in the course of his practiCe. No claim lay against the Fund until
there was a conviction for the theft or fraudulent misappropriation unless the
Court otherwise ordered. In 1974 the test became one of dishonesty with dis-
honesty to be determined by the Council of the Law Society or its delegated
committee. ~ '
Requirements of Present Legislation
' The Trust Account Regulations provide for a solicitor to keep certain
books of account and for the solicitor to enter in such books sufficient details to
identify the transactions. The regulations are supported by s. 42(2) of the Act
which requires the accounts to be kept in such a position to enable them to be
conveniently and properly audited.
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If the books are properly maintained there should be available at the ofﬁce
of the solicitor the following:
(a) in respect of payments:
.- ' Cheque Butt
. Cash Beok
. Client Ledger
(b) in respect of deposits:
. Receipt Book
. Bank Deposit Book
- Cash Book
'. Ledger
(c) in respect of both the bank pass sheets.
These have to be kept for a period of ﬁve years.
In addition, the original cheques will be available only for as long as they
are kept by the particular bank. The solicitor would generally also have (although
he is not bound to keep) copies of his accounts to clients.
Transfers between clients of the ﬁrm are effected by the use of the Trust
Journal which must contain sufﬁcient particulars to identify the transaction.Pur-
suant to s. 42 of this Act the Law Society may appoint persons to be inspectors
of trust accounts. Section 42(5) requires the Inspector inappropriate.situations
to make a report to the Council. The Council may under' s. 42(10) call upon the
solicitOr for an explanation as to the state of the accounts: An inspectoris limited
to an inspection of the Trust Account, however, 5. 42(8) gives the inspector
power to call for documents supporting particular entries. The Society has the
right pursuant to 5. 82A to appoint an investigator of the affairs of a solicitor.
That power is much wider than s. 42 as it refers to “affairs” rather thanjust trust
accounts. Section 65 enables the appointment of a Receiver by the Supreme
Court upon the application of the Society. ‘
The importance of these provisions is stressed by s. 43 which makes it
professional misconduct for a‘solicitor to wilfully fail to comply with s. 41 or
42(2). it can also be professional misconduct to be negligent in the keeping of
trust account records and to breach the Trust Account regulations. incompetence
in the handling of trust money may now also give rise to a ﬁnding ofprofessional
misconduct.
Definition of Defalcation
The traditional deﬁnitions of defalcation or default are not of great assist-
. ance in relation to the question of trust account defalcations. Those deﬁnitions.
refer to embezzlement or stealing of property while we are concerned with the
loss of money or property occasioned by the dishonest conduct of a solicitor
arisingfrom the practice of a solicitor.
Section 56 of the Legal Practitioners Act 1898 sets out the requirements
for a valid claim upon the Solicitors Fidelity Fund and embraces the basic
I
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elements of default. For a claim to succeed it must be shown that there has been
a loss arising from: -
a failure to account
. for money or valuable property
- entrusted to a solicitor
. in the course of the solicitors practice
. caused by the dishonesty of the solicitor
The dishonesty is determined pursuant to s. 57 by the Council of the Law
Society or its delegated committee. Default does not include loss which arises
from the negligent act of a solicitor unless the negligence is such as to give rise to
dishonesty. Dishonesty is regarded as being something more than conduct which
would arouse moral indignation in a person of high principles.
The Fidelity Fund has developed its own categories of conduct in addition
to the general principle where dishonesty will usually be deemed to have occurred
including personal borrowing of funds without full disclosure. Ofcourse, not all
conduct which is regarded as professional misconduct will automatically be dis
honest. The two concepts are, of course, quite different.
Extent of the Problem
In 1739 Lord Bolingbroke described the legal profession as:
In 'its nature the noblest and the most beneﬁcial to mankind, in its
abuse and debasement the most sordid and the most pernicious.
Of course, it is those who misuse their position of trust who receive the most
publicity and whose misconduct reflects poorly on the majority ofthe profession.
In considering the extent of the problem the only real guide available is
the record of claims upon the Fidelity Fund. Set out below are the claims on the
fund since the year ended 30 June, 1975 being the ﬁrst year which the Fund
determined dishonesty for itself.
1975 $ 773,544 3 1979 $1,866,576
1976 $1,461,213 1980 $4,506,325
1977 $1,130,971 1981 $2,964,251
1978 $1,716,253 , 1982 $2,155,006
The total amount paid to claimants totalled $16,574,139. '
When viewed in isolation that amount is very signiﬁcant. When taken in
perspective over eight years and compared to the number of transactions carried
out by solicitors in their State it is miniscule. There are to my knowledge no
statistics of monies passing through solicitors accounts but in my estimate it
would be not less than $20,000 million. The amount of claims is therefore less
than 1 cent for every $100 handled.
It is relevant also to point out that:
(l) The amount shown for claims include interest from the date of the loss
and any other items of loss falling within the wide deﬁnition of pecuniary
loss.
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(2) The great bulk of that amount was lost through investments in companies
controlled by solicitors. ‘ ,
(3) Very little represents monies lost through the'simple larceny of solicitors.
In order to appreciate the shortcomings in the system and the methods
adopted by solicitors the subject of claims, it is important, to have regard to the
instances ofclaims. '
l have extracted some eight examples which cover a broad range:
CASE ONE
Solicitor “A” practising on his own account gave rise to a payout by the
Fidelity Fund of an amount in excess of $1.5 million.
“A” encouraged his clients to leave moneys with him for investment osten-
sibly‘ on registered ﬁrst mortgage and over a number of years had built up a sub-
' stantial fund of moneys.
The practice soon built up and “A" saw opportunities for investing in real
estate. He brought together a loose syndicate comprising himself, a builder and
an investor to develop two particular projects. One' project involved purchasing a
Series of properties and then constructing a shopping centre. Funds were borrowed
from institutions for the primary cost acquisition of the properties and for the
construction of the centre. The solicitor found that it was convenient to use
funds from his clients to bridge the deposit gap. .
He issued epitomes of mortgage to his clients showing the details of a
property being ﬁnanced but not showing that the advance was one of many in
that particular property. He also issued some epitomes of mortgage showing
completely false details of properties. In addition, when loans which had been
correctly made were repaid early, he did not inform the lender of the repayment
and simply appropriated the funds to the project. No properinorlgage documents
were ever prepared.
The dramatic rise in interest rates and construction costs ledto the solicitor
being unable to fund the regular interest repayments required and the default
was discovered.
Many of the investors were elderly persons who had entered retirement
homes and left their life savings with the solicitor for investment hoping to
obtain a regular ﬂow of interest. In many instances they were aware of the in-
volvement of the solicitor and were probably encouraged by his participation.
The Solicitor was struck ofl‘.the roll and served a term of imprisonment.
CA SI! TWO
“B” was a solicitor in practice on his own account in the suburbs. He
closed his ofﬁce early for the Christmas break and advised staff that it would
not re-open until the middle ofJanuary.
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The solicitor then transferred the whole of the balance of his trust account
to an overseas bank account and followed. The amount involved wasjust less
than $500,000. - -
it is perhaps the only instance of a solicitor stealing the balance of the
trust account. '
C4 512‘ THRI'II?
One of the largest amounts of money involved in a default concerned a
regional ﬁrm of four partners.
The ﬁrm had established a ﬁnance company which was owned by the part-
ners or their families. Clients of the ﬁrm were invited to deposit monies with the
company on an unsecured deposit basis. A Trust Account receipt was duly issued
to the client and the monies were then transferred to the company.
During the initial period of the operation the company funds were lent to
other clients on a proper secured basis and interest properly apportioned to the
lenders. Subsequently the partners commenced substantial real estate develop-
ment and borrowed funds from the company usually upon an unsecured basis.
The company ended up with a major deﬁciency in its funds due principally to
the failure of the projects with which the partners were associated.
As the investors were not informed of any of the details surrounding the
interest of the partners or of their borrowing, the loss was met by the Fidelity
Fund. Investors received about 70% of their funds from the liquidator of the
company with the Fund paying the balance.
This was perhaps a classic example of solicitors experienced in property
and finance work extending themselves too far into an area in which they had
no real experience. The'senior partner had the effective “control"over the in-
vesting and the other partners knew little of the events which were taking place.
The records of the Trust Account were otherwise correctly maintained.
CASE 150UR
Solicitor “C” had established close contacts with a large finance company
and also promoted a syndicate ofhis clients in property deve|0pment.
A proposal was put forward by the solicitor on behalf of the syndicate
(which included the solicitor) for a new development. The proposal was grossly
misleading in its terms and in particular the purchase price quoted was three.
times the amount actually paid. The finance company approved a loan based on
the purchase price notiﬁed and then allowed the solicitor to act for itself as well
as for the borrowers. Documentation was not prepared although the finance
company was provided with a certiﬁcation of title by the solicitor. The funds
were then diverted by the solicitor.
The ﬁnance company subsequently obtained correct documentation and
exercised its power of sale Which resulted in a considerable shortfall to' the
. ‘9 -
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linance company. Dishonesty was found lobe pres
ent because ol. the manner in
which the solicitor deceived the ﬁnance company
as to the original purchase
price. The ultimate Source of the funds was never clear.
CA Sl'f l’l Vlz'
Solicitor “D". a partner in a two partner city firm. caused a defi
ciency of -
approximately $400 .000. -
The Receiver in his report made the following comments:
1. Expenditure by the solicitor on running the ofﬁce and his
house over the
previous six years exceeded his income by $150,000.
2, The income of the solicitor from his 'practice during the ten
years from
1070 1980 except for one year did not exceed $16,000 per ann
um.
3. While the solicitor worked long hours. he was an untidy worker an
d often
dilatory in attending to affairs of clients. yet had a very high repu
tation
among his clients. '
The Receiver has been unable to identify the source of the. payments a
s
the Trust Records were altered to hide the true position. In particular
cheques
were altered from the details recorded on the cheque butts and in th
e ledger.
Many of the cheques were not available from the Bank so the tracin
g of the
funds was effectively useless.
In this case the source of the funds was moneys paid to the solicitor fo
r
investment on mortgage. ‘
CA 512' SIX
Solicitor “[5“ was a very highly regarded sole practitioner who had been in
practice for over fifty years before the deficiency was discovered. Three examples
of what occurred were cited by the Receiver: ' '
l. The registered proprietor of a property purchased the property in 1870.
A loan of $1 .000 was made through the solicitor in 1920. The advance was
made from funds of a religious order held by the solicitor for investment.
The proprietor defaulted and the solicitor went into possession in about
1925. Since then he had duly received the rents and paid the outgoings on
the property. In 1962 the advance was repaid in full but the solicitor con-
tinued to receive the rents.
2. One of the solicitor’s clients invested monies on registered first mortgage
in 1924. The solicitor was appointed as executor of the estate of the mort-
gagee who died in 1948. In 1930 the mortgagor had defaulted, so the
solicitor went into possession and maintained the interest payments and
- other outgoings. There appeared to be no traceable beneﬁciaries.
3. A religious order entrusted the solicitor with monies in 1947 for invest-
ment. Int.erest was paid from the principal which was never .invested. The
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monies were overlooked by the lender and it was not until the Receiver
was appointed in 1978 that the order discovered their loss.
In each case as in many others the loss was not discovered until the Rec-river‘s
investigations were completed.
CA Sl‘.‘ SEVEN
Solicitor “"F was a partner in a city firm of two partners. “F" acted on a
third party matter. advised his client that a verdict of $10,000 had been obtained
and paid that amount to the client. In fact, a verdict of $20,000 was obtained
and he paid the balance into a building society account in his own name. The
ledger showed two payments to the client but the second payment was made by
altering the original cheque.
A number of similar matters were discovered when in one matter the
solicitor advised the third party client that hospital expenses totalled $10,000.
and had been paid from the verdict. In fact he had altered the cheque to himself.
The client for some reason did not total that amount and had been paid direct
by the insurer. Again the client would often not have been aware of the loss.
CA SE EIGHT
The most recent and certainly the most spectacular case involved the Fund
in claims in excess of three million dollars. The solicitor was the recipient of one
parcel of money for investment which exceeded one million dollars. The mis-
appropriations had been occurring for seven years and had survived through a
number of trust account inspectors. V
The solicitor followed a simple but obviously effective practice ofreceiving
monies for investment and paying out a cheque which was recorded as going to
a borrower but which was cashed. The records were therefore all correct. The
end came shortly after the finish of the Melbourne Cup when incoming funds
were not available to meet the shortage. The solicitor confessed to the Society
and indicated that the funds were used for gambling.
Trends in Defaults
There have been traditionally two sources of funds which have enabled
solicitors at least for a period to avoid detection.
Funds placed for investment on a long term mortgage are by far the most
common source of funds which may be embezzled. That is for the obvious
reason that the client does not seek to enquireas to the whereabouts of the
funds until the due date for repayment. Short term investments give rise to the
need to transfer monies at a much earlier date and give rise to suspicion an
d
enquiry at an earlier date.
Prior to the virtual abolition of the lengthy and complex probate matters
clients were often content for solicitors to retain the estate funds for lengthy
periods without enquiry. The estate funds were usually more attractive to a
solicitor because they did not always carry with them the demands of regular
 l8
interest payments while usage of investment funds involved continuing interest
payments usually on a regular basis.
There are few instances of short term monies being utilized by solicitors
in the course of a deliberate default and in my experience there has really only
been one solicitor who has resorted to converting short term funds to his own'
use and that was only during the 'few Weeks immediately prior to the default
becoming publieally known.
Prior to the ruling by the Law Society in relation to private ﬁnance com-
panies many of the defaults involve solicitors obtaining funds from their clients
by way of investment with a company controlled or operated by the solicitor or
his family. These funds usually were correctly lent on trustee securities until the
opportunity for proﬁt overtook the duty to the client and the solicitor then
utiiized those funds for his own purposes.
The marked increase in interest rates with the advent of competitive cash
management utilities whether they be Building Societies or speciﬁc investment
trusts together with the ruling of the Law Society has all but ended the large
amounts of common fund lending operations of solicitors.
The ﬁrst major defaults appeared toward the end of the l970‘s and were '
brought on by the collapse in property values compounded by the increase in
interest rates. While it is always dangerous to predict what may occur in the
future it seems that the trend has certainly diminished substantially.
The rulings by the Law Society together with the introduction ofadditional
trust account inspectors and the proposal to have trust account inspectors con-
tact clients for veriﬁcation of funds and the introduction (subject to the consent
of the Attorney General) of the new trust account regulations should see a
marked decrease in default of the type that has occurred.
Client Negligence
It may seem a strange heading in a paper on default by solicitors to refer
to a notion of client negligence. I refer specifically to the apparent recklessness
with which some clients are prepared to entrust monies to their solicitors with-
little or no instructions as to its usage and often without taking any trouble to
ensure its proper investment. It is perhaps easy to understand an approach of
that type when dealing with an uneducated and unsophisticated person who may
not understand the concepts of secured investment but it is a little difﬁcult to
understand the competent and experienced businessman or investor allowing
monies to remain with his solicitor for investment at the total discretion of the
solicitor with no speciﬁcation as to the type of investment, type of security or
the interest rate. A substantial amount of money the subject of default has been
invested in that manner. In one instance,’ the solicitor was given discretion to
invest in gold futures!
Motive of Defaulters
It is extremely difﬁcult to discern any common motive among solicitors
who have defaulted. My own experience extends to the ﬁfty Solicitors that have
been responsible for claims against the Fidelity Fund since I975 and perhaps the
only common motive is one of greed.
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It has been my experience that'there is usually a background of'a very
successful practice. That is perhaps the most surprising aspect of consideration
of the background of those involved in those problems. It would appear that in.
many of the cases the solicitors sought an avenue for mrcstmcnt of his funds lllltl
became involved in monitoring and controlling his investments to the stage where
the successful practice fell away and that combined with the collapse in the
property market meant that the income was no longer sufficient to satisfy the
cash demands.
There are. of course. the usual instances of other demands upon the solicitor
for money which have led him into the difficulties causing the default, such as
gambling, and high lifestyle or a drinking problem.
The Future
During 1983 it is expected that the Wran Government will bring forward
its proposed amendments to the Legal Practitioners Act as a result of the lengthy
enquiry of the New South Wales Law Reform Commission. Those changes have
been extensively discussed in papers issued by the Commission and in submissions
made by‘the Law Society to the Commission.
_ In the meantime the Council of the Law Society of New South Wales has
approved a new set of trust account regulations which have been forwarded to
the Attorney General with a view totheir being implemented. The major reforms
sought to be achieved through the new regulations include the introduction ofa
securities register to be maintained by all firms and a nominee company register
to record all transactions through the medium of a nominee company. These
regulations are wide ranging in their effect and in my view will go along way to
requiring better records to be kept by firms in this State.
One hesitates to foresee the effect of computerization and it is sufﬁcient
in my opinion to refer to the ﬁeld of computer crime as the largest growing area
of potential problem elsewhere in the world and unless it is properly controlled
it would give rise to major problems in the future.
 PRESENTATION OF PAPER
K.A. Carling
It is perhaps appropriate to consider that story about the Pope who died
and found his way to Heaven through some good fortune: arrived at the Pearly
Gates and introduced himself to St Peter and found that at the same time a
fairly prominent Sydney lawyer had died and was there slightly ahead of him.
Not to worry because both of their names were on the list. and St Peter asked
them to accompany him to their new premises. The Pope thought he should have
gone ﬁrst but. nevertheless. he followed the lawyer and St Peter around the
corridors of Heaven and came upon this magniﬁcent room - a two room suite
overlooking the golf course. air conditioned. magniﬁcent, and St Peter said to
the lawyer: “Well, here‘s your room”. and the Pope was gladdencd by this
because he thought my room must be really magnificent and he followed St Peter
for some time and they eventually came to this little cell that was not aircon‘di- _
tioned. had no view. and a hard bed in it and thatwas it. The Pope said: “St Peter,
I think you've got something wrong here. I think you have mixed it up. I was 3
Pope, remember, and Head of the Church and I thought I should get a decent
room." St Peter said: “Well, it is fairly simple to explain. Livery Pope that ever
was has been in Heaven but we only have one lawyer." That perhaps gives you
some idea of the image that some lawyers are held in. and what some people say
of lawyers. To some extent. that that image exists is because of defalcations.
I refer in my paper (pages l3-l‘)) to some of the circumstances ol‘del'alca-
tions. Now I would like to clear up five areas where I think there have been some
misconceptions and where some additional information may be ofsome assistance.
The ﬁrst is Why do solicitors need or use trust accounts? It would appear
to me that some people believe that there is money sittingin trust accounts for
a long period of time or for a reasonable period of time. I don’t think that is the
case. To take three very quick examples of areas where solicitors practice: con-
veyancing, third party, and probate. In the conveyancing field the money in the
trust account will generally be for expenses involved in that conveyance, and for
prepayment of costs such as stamp duty, rate enquiries. search fees and the like.
The money will be deposited in the trust account almost immediately once the
cheque in payment is cleared. The money is then dispersed to the various statu-
tory authorities and the Commissioner of Stamp Duties. etc. If there is money
paid infer a deposit that will be paid out to the agent or invested. in accordance
with the terms of the contract. 1 am not proposing to be exhaustive in these
examples. In a third party matter it may be that verdict monies are received,
they are paid into the trust account, costs. expenses, medical and hospital ex-
penses are disbursed and the balance forwarded to the client. In a probate matter
there will be a liquidation of assets held in the trust account for a period before
distribution. -
The essence of it is that the money does not stay in a trust account very
long in the vast majority of instances. Maybe a day, maybe a week but certainly
not much longer than that. and therefore I would suggest that solicitors need the
trust account as a means of running their office and running it efficiently. It may
be that there are certain types of money which are wrongly put into the trust
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account. or wrongly left there for long periods of time. and when we look at the
number of instances of money that is llllSiIPprﬁPl’lillel from trust accounts it is
to that C.ll(‘§01) ot‘monc) that or generally :uc looking:
The second Comment 1 want to make is the assumption that [think is
apparent. particularly in the topic and in some of the discussion papers, that
solicitors fall into an afﬂuent section of our community. There are no authorita-
tive income surveys of which 1am aware. There have been two income surveys
in New South Wales in the last six years, one towards the end of 1977 and one
in the middle of 1981. Neither of those left you with the impression that solici- ~
‘ tors. as a whole, make a lot of money. I don‘t propose to go into that any further
but to leave the question as to whether or not solicitors really should be con-
sidered as afﬂuent as apparently they are. The Young Lawyers Section Income
Survey which was the most recent in the middle of 1981 indicated that a solicitor
who was four years out from Law School could expect an average salary of less
than $18,000 for an average working week of 60 hours.
The third matter I wish to comment on is the concept ofdishonesty. It be-
came apparent when I was talking to some people about the paper that there is a
misconception about the ﬁnding of dishonesty by the Fidelity Fund Committee,
and to a great extent the statistics on which my paper was based the dishonesty
is not what I would describe as a “sriminal” dishonesty. The standard, the onus
of proof. used is not one which would satisfy a court in a criminal matter. It is a
technical or theoretical standard adopted by the Committee to ensure as far as
possible people who have lost money which was previously entrusted to their
solicitor should be recompensed. I can assure you the Committee ofManagement
of the Fidelity Fund does its hardest to find a reason to meet a claim and to
some extent it is a little misleading to describe solicitors in every instance as
being dishonest. For example. the Committee would regard a solicitor who in-
vested clients’ money with a company or with a venture with which he had an
interest as being dishonest. whether or not there was full and frank disclosure to
the client. It is sufﬁcient that the solicitor had an interest in the project because
the Committee takes the view that, in almost no instances, will there be full and
frank disclosure and in none of the instances of which I am aware was there any
suggestion of any independent advice. So you have to bear that in mind when we
talk of dishonesty —~ it is a technical standard rather than the criminal standard.
Fourthly, in terms of the regulation from the Law Society there are a
number of new initiatives which we hope will have an impact in this area. One
is the proposed new trust account regulations which were drawn up and sub-
mitted to the Attorney-General over two years ago but have still not been imple-
mented. I am of the view, and it is a personal view, that had those regulations
been implemented we would have been able to avoid the tw0 recent defalcations
and certainly the biggest one that we faced. It is a pity that they have been
delayed in their implementation. Hopefully we will see them come into force
some time during the course of this year.The role of the Trust Account Inspectors
has been broadened. We have increased the number ofinspectors up to 12. Every
practice in the State will have an inspection annually from the Trust Account
Inspectors and there is a proposal that has broad support to widen the powers of
the Trust Account Inspectors and in particular to require them to perform a role
of client verification as well.
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The other side of the coin is perhaps not to be so negative but to be positive
and the Professional Office Administration Committee which I chair has under
way the preparation for a substantial course in the management of trust account
and solicitors‘ ofﬁces which we will be suggesting may be considered to be.
mandatory prior to a solicitor establishing practice on his own account. That is
all for the future.
The ﬁnal item I want to refer to is the impact of the Financial Institutions
Duty. Statutory deposits have already taken a battering and I expect that in
April they will take a further battering and that will result in very little money
being available for the Legal Services Commission,The College of Law, the Law
Foundation of NSW. and the Fidelity Fund, during the period from the lst of
July this year to the 3lst December. It will almost certainly result in less money
being available for the period from the lst of January onwards. There are nego-
tiations current with the banks as to whether they will pay interest on minimum
monthly balances of trust accounts. In any event the FID will have an impact to
reduce that amount as well. A colleague of mine who is a partner in a medium
size city lirm said that as a result of that their trust account minimum balance
- had been reduced from hall‘ a million to $25,000. When you multiply that across
the profession the effect is drastic. But is the impact only a financial one? [don’t
believe so. I think the problem that occurs because of solicitors bypassing their
trust account (in the sense that rather than paying the money into the trust
account and incurring the duty and then drawing a cheque and payingit to the
client they draw the cheques directly in favour of the client) is the lack of
records. One of the important things, I believe, that we have seen in almost every
instance (and Mr Wilton will no doubt amplin this) is that the solicitors’ records
are not too bad, they are by no means perfect, but we have been able to trace
most of the payments and most of the transactions. The impact of FID will have
a major bearing in that area and I hate to think how we will trace funds or even
determine whether or not the funds have been stolen if the money has not been
paid through the trust account and drawn out, thus leavinga record In particular,
as I understand it. the banks no longer keep records of bank cheques beyond
three months. If a solicitor was to misappropriate a bank cheque by fraudulent
conversion of some sort. that record would not be in existence for us to have
access to. I believe that is the most serious part of the FID implementation and
I think that far outweighs the small beneﬁt that may arise from the taxing the
transactions. '
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COMMENTARY
The Honourable Mr Justice Denis Mulroney
A Judge of Appeal
Supreme Court, New South Wales
The material provided by Mr Garling’s paper, and his observations upon it.
I have found very interesting. What he has‘ said touches a most important part of
“Crime Within the Profession”. It is one of the matters concerning the profession
which.justiﬁably, comes under detailed and constant examination by the society
which we serve. And it is therefore proper that we give to it close attention.
Trust Account defalcations are, of course, to be condemned. But they
were not made the subject of examination in this Institute for the purpose merely
of reiterating condemnation. It is the function of a learned society such as the
Institute of Criminology to go beyond mere condemnation and to examine the
phenomenon which is involved.
A number of things may be said about the phenomenon ofTrust Account
defalcations. As an exercise in judicial restraint. I shall confine my comments to
three of them.
The Nature of the Phenomenon
If we are to understand the phenomenon of Trust Account defalcations,
we must know more about the details of them. Defalcations by lawyers are no
new phenomenon. Those who read the law reports or who have indulged them-
selves in reading Charles Dickens’ works, will recognise the existence of the
phenomenon, in full ﬂower, in the nineteenth century. It is in this State, a phe-
nomenon which goes back a long way. And, in recent years, it has not grown less.
I mention this obvious fact because, having such a long history, we ought
now be able to say something about the nature of the phenomenon itself. As
Mr Garling has pointed out, legislation in this State dealing with Trust Accounts
goes back at least to 1935. We have had therefore some fifty years of experience
of different kinds of Trust Account defalcations.
This being so, we should, in my opinion, now be able to classify the phe-
nomenon. The nature of it is not static but, after ﬁfty years or more, we should
be able to say more about it than that it is a bad thing. We should, for example,
be able to say what kinds of defalcations are involved. It will, I believe, be of
signiﬁcance to determine whether and to what extent defalcations represent:
Misuse of Vendor and Purchaser moneys;
Misuse ofmoneys received for investment on behalf of client;
Misuse of moneys received as proceeds of verdicts in litigation;
Misuse of moneys received upon the collection of the assets
of deceased estates.
In addition, it should now be possible to produce hard data (as contrasted
with speculation) as to the causes of the defalcations which now take place.
Thus, it should be possible to classify defulcations according to their causes.
 Greed or simple l'raud;
Losses due to negligence by the solicitor in the dealing
with the trust moneys; ‘ ‘
Losses due to mistakes or misjudgment1n the handling of
the trust moneys;
Incompetence in the management of the solicitor’s practice
resulting in failure to deal properly with the trust moneys;
Misfortune in the loss of the trust moneys, such as by clever
fraud of a partner, an employee. or others.
In classifying the nature of the causes of Trust Account defalcationsiin this
way, l have not sought to be either scientific or exhaustive. But I think that we
should now have details of the defalcations which are taking place, according to
their nature and their cause and no doubt according to other classiﬁcations.
Because. unless we do have such information, zuiy scientiﬁc attempt to deal with
the phenomenon of Trust Account defalcations —- and any examination of the
subject by this Institute —— will be unsatisfactory. Thus, if it were to be found
that 90% of the losses related to moneys received in the Vendor and Purchaser
context and none in the context of received verdicts from litigation, then pro-
cedures to deal with the phenomenon would no doubt be structured accordingly.
Similarly, an understanding of the causes of defalcations would, I suspect,
give a much better understanding of the phenomenon and what needs to be done
about it. Thus, if, as I suspect, the basic cause of most of the Trust Account
defalcations now experienced has its cause (or at least its initial impetus) in the
business incompetence of the solicitor involved, then a different understanding
of. and a different remedy for, the phenomenon would be apt to emerge.
The steps taken to prevent Trust Account defalcations
have not achieved an acceptable degree of success
This proposition 1 put forward not dogmatically but for discussion. I do so
because as far as I am aware, the evidence to establish or negate it is not publicly
available. And this lthink, is unfortunate.
The steps which have already been taken are of different kinds. They include:
Requirements as to the way in which moneys received
are to be dealt with;
Requirements as to the form of the Trust Accounts
to be kept;
Provision for the periodic inspection of accounts by
Law Society inspectors;
Provisions for the periodic certification of‘solicitors’
Trust Accounts.
These requirements involve the expenditure of considerable timeand
money. We do not have information to allow a judgment to be made in respect
of any of them, as to the time and money expended in relation to it or the
extent to which it has been successful in‘preven ting or restricting defalcations.
There has been a minimum of public discussion of the precise steps which the
Law Society has, in recent years, taken in this regard.  
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It may be argued that the time has now come when a detailed examination
of steps which have been taken and the efficacy of them should be undertaken
:
:ll least itmay be that it should be undertaken in order better to inf
orm the
public upon a matter as to which it is often less than fully informed.
New and additional steps required to be taken
to deal with Trust Account defalcations
This proposition also is intended to be provocative rather than dogmatic.
The philosophy behind it follows, at least partly. from what 1 have said. If we
are better'informed as to the nature 0‘ the defalcations which are taking place
and the causes of them, then we will be better able to determine whet
her new
steps are required to deal with the phenomenon and what they should be.
Let me pursue, in this regard, something that l have already said] suspect
that incompetence lies behind a substantial number of Trust Account defalca-
tions. I suspect that the origin of a number of the defaleations lies in the practi-
tioner’s inadequacy in coping with particular transactions in the pressure of pro-
fessional practice and that moneys not properly received or dealt with in
one
transaction, in a Peter/Paul fashion derived from other parties’ moneys. And I
have seen instances where the origin of the solicitor’s final problem may be
traced to ignorance or failure to take necessary steps in conveyancing or litiga
tion
transactions. If this be so then the additional steps to be taken are those to 'deal
with a practitioner who is inadequate rather than vicious. And those are, I think.
apt to be different. '
In suggesting that a more detailed analysis of Trust Account defalcations
is necessary, I am conscious of the need to preserve anonymity in man
y cases.
But the Law Society now has available to it a large store of information and it
would not be beyond the wit of the Law Society and lawyers to devise a method
whereby appropriate information, can be derived and made public so that learned
societies such as the Institute of Criminology can be, in addition to wise,
at least
better informed upon this important topic.
 PRESENTATION OF COMMENTARY
The Ilunourable Mr Justice Denis Mahoney
Introduction
One of the disadvantages of this Institute is that it has an effective and
forceful administrator. I say “disadvantages" and] mean this at least as far as
concerns a commentator. such as I am at this Seminar.
I was asked to comment on .Mr Garling‘s paper. The “Administrator” of
the Institute Mrs Ethel Bohnhoff, with her usual efficiency and force pressed
me to deliver my commentary to her to ﬁt1n with the timetable which has been
evolved to ensure that we can have the papers available to us prior to the con-
ference. And, as a dutiful and compliant commentator, this I did, to the extent
of commenting upon a draft of Mr Garling’s paper. '
I now ﬁnd that Mr Garling’s paper is rather differentfrom that on which
I commented. And I have had the advantage of reading also the papers prepared
by Mr Wilton.
In thesecircumstances, let me add to the commentary that I had proposed
to make.
My Thesis
Defalcations are a bad thing: they are a serious social problem and there-
fore need to be dealt with. But it is not necessary (and it is not the function ofa
learned society such as this Institute) merely to shout: “Det‘alcations are bad
and should be put down.” Punishment alone, even serious punishment, will not
deal with the problem. Punishment there must be. But is punishment (as a.
mechanism for preventing them) apt to prevent defalcations occurring? This is
not the case of a crime where recidivism is a factor: the problem is deterrence.
Therefore, we must evolve 111echanisms (in place of or in addition to punish-
ment) which will reduce the likelihood that this kind of phenomenon, defalca-
tions, will occur. Before we can say: “Punishment will deter solicitors from de-
falcation”, we must know what it is thatleads them to defalcation, andin what
circumstances.
In order to be able to do this effectively, we must know what are thecauses
of defalcations (for they are not one only but many) and in what circumstances
they are likely to occur. The procedures that are apt to deal with defalcation
caused by incompetence are different from those caused by pure greed.
Therefore the theme of my commentary was that we have not been pro-
vided with the information necessary for the formation of the judgment which
must be made if such procedures are to be formulated.
I made this complaint before I had the opportunity of seeing the ﬁnal
form of Mr Garling’s paper or Mr Wilton‘s paper. Those papers have gone some
distance to providing that information. But the information provided is anecdotal
or impressionistic. Neither Mr Gatling nor Mr Wilton has been able to provide a
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definite statement. with statistics. of these matters. No doubt the necessary in~
formation remains to he collected and collated. lhtt I hope that. with the ex
perience of defalcations since at least 1936. and with the proﬁting of this meet-
ing. we will now be closer to drawing up a definitive picture of the causes and
circumstances ol’tlefalcations.
Examples
Let me illustrate what I mean by some examples. One of the defects in the
thinking patterns oflawyers is that they tend to assume that evils are to be cured
by one general solution or gesture. Accountants. on the other hand, tend to split
up the problem into its different parts and apply different remedies appropriate
to the different parts. And my enquiry in this ﬁeld is whether the problem of
defalcations can be split up into different parts and (if it can) what are the
remedies appropriate to each of these parts.
Let me take to illustrate what I mean by some fanciful examples. (I empha-
sise that the examples and the facts that l have chosen are fanciful and are taken
merely to promote discussion.)
Let metake ﬁrst cleﬁzlcations in relation to the verdicts obtained in legal
. proceedings. If these are a signiﬁcant part of the subject matter‘ we must ask: do
these defalcations occur before the amount of the verdict is paid into the solici-
tor‘s trust account or afterwards?
If it is the former: then one may look, for example. to providing that the
defendant will not obtain discharge except by payment ofthe plaintiff or his bank
account or into the trust account of the plaintiff. And the fact that, in this State,
the Government Insurance Office participates in some 80% of litigation should
make some such procedural restriction easier for the profession to accommodate.
If defalcations in respect of verdicts occur after the amount has been paid
into the solicitor‘s trust account. is it now appropriate to require that there be
separate trust accounts for each client? I notice that one of the papers this after-
noon suggests that the computer technology employed by banks makes this
feasible. ls it practicable. in such cases. to provide that such accounts shall not
be operated upon except by a cheque signed by both the client and the solicitor?
Let me take deﬁzlcatirms in respect of the sale ()f/and. If the significant
number of defalcations occur in respect of moneys paid into a solicitor‘s trust
account to meet obligations arising from the sale of land. what restrictions or
mandatory procedures can be suggested?
lt may be that as in. other countries and as now perhaps may occur (because
of the Financial Transactions Taxes) such moneys will not be paid into solicitor‘s
trust accounts. It may be that. with a view to preventing such moneys becoming
available, the Law Society will lay down mandatory procedures under which, for
example, that what a solicitor may receive is not cash but bank cheques drawn
to the order of the vendor or the vendor‘s solicitor and appropriately safeguarded
by crossing and the like.
I emphasise: 1 do? not take these examples as proposals ready for adoption.
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But I put them forward so that. if we take the areas where most of the d
efalca-
tions occur, we can, one by one, evolve procedures which will cut do
wn the
number of them..And that, after all, is ,what all of our words at this
seminar are
directed to. ‘
General
In whatever is said, it is necessary to have constantly in mind two things:
(a) That restrictions or mandatory procedures directed to preventing defalca-
tions will impede a solicitor’s capacity to conduct his business as he sees
fit -— and to greatest proﬁt. And therefore the beneﬁt to be gained by any
such restrictions or mandatory procedures must be weighed against that
fact.
' (b) That restrictions and mandatory procedures will involve extra cost, to the
lawyer and (in due course) to the client.
But, this having been said, it must be remembered that the choice which
faces the profession is not between doing something and (because of restrictions
and cost) not doing something. It is between different forms of remedies. And, if
nothing satisfactory is done by the profession, it may in due course be done to it.
And, therefore, the kind of analysis I have suggested is directed to achieving
the result that what is done is effective and at a cost which is least,in interference
and in money.
I congratulate Mr Garling upon his paper and I hope that, having regard to
\his unique position, he will be able to follow it with other and more detailed
papers.
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THE INCIDENCE OF CRIME IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION —-
A PATTERN OF CRIMINALITY OR BUMBLING INEFFICIENCY
I/.('./-.'. lt’i/lu/I
Chartered Accountant
Introduction
I. Since 1948, I have been involved with the investigation ofsolicitors
who, due to complaints or other information received by The Law
Society of New South Wales. it has been necessary in the Society’s
view to appoint an investigator under the provision of 5. 82A of the
Legal Practitioners/tel 1899 (as amended).
3. The appointment is made on the resolution of the Council of the
Law Society and requires approval by the Prothonotary of the
Supreme Court of New South Wales.
3. The Act requires the investigator to investigate any accounts trans-
actions and affairs of a solicitor and to furnish to the Council of the
Law Society a confidential report as to any irregularity or professional
misconduct or alleged or suspected irregularity or professional mis-
conduct in or in relation to the accounts transactions or affairs of
the solicitor that may be disclosed by the investigation or as to any
other matter that in the opinion of the person so appointed should
be further investigated.
4. This section of the Act contains further provisions relating to the
powers of the investigator and the- provision of copies of the report
to the solicitor and the Attorney General but only to the Attorney
General if there are reasonable grounds to suspect that there has been
an irregularity or professional misconduct in relation to any matter
investigated.
5. The investigator is also prohibited from disclosing the fact of his
appointment or any matter which may come to his knowledge during
the investigation to any person except to the Council, the court, the
Statutory Committee or any member of the police force.
6. The powers of the investigator and the scope of his investigation are
extremely wide and relate not only to trust account transactions but
any transactions which relate directly or indirectly to the use of
monies entrusted to solicitors by their-clients. It is therefore necessary
for an investigator to go behind the entries appearingin solicitor‘s
trust bank accounts to-satisfy himself that all receipts of money have
been accounted for and that all payments made from those funds
have been made in accordance with clients instructionsand have been
received by the party or parties entitled thereto.
I 7. The objects in '6 can only be achieved by an exhaustive tracing of
transactions. selected for examination. through the trust account
books in conjunction with clients‘ matter ﬁles. This detailed exami-
nation could also include solicitor‘s general or office bank accounts,
savings bank~and building society accounts opened in either the
 solicitor’s names as trustees for the clients or in ‘the clients’ names.
Other bank accounts which could also be relevant are accounts in _
the name of companies in which solicitors and/or their families and
relatives have an interest and could even extent to solicitors’ personal
bank accounts.
The foregoing introductory paragraphs indicate brieﬂy the investiga-
tors’ powers and scope of their investigations and hopefully will pro-
vide the background for some of the cases which I have investigated
over the years.
lrregularities and/or Professional Misconduct
l. Solicitors in dealing with clients’ monies can and do commit various
acts which result in irregularities relating to the keeping of their trust
account books and records. Irregularities usually only relate to the
failure to keep trust account books and records in‘accordance with
the Solicitors Trust Account Regulations.
I Professional Misconduct is deﬁned by s. 43 of the Act as wilful
failure by solicitors to comply with any provision of ss. 41, 42 and
42A of the Act.
Motivation
(a) From my experience, it has emerged that solicitors are motiVa-
ted to misuse, misapply, misappropriate or simply steal monies
entrusted to them for various reasons. The most common being:
Cupidity
Gambling
Philanthropy -
Economic circumstances .
Rectiﬁcation of errors ofcommission or omission .
Covering up dishonest acts of partners and/or employees.
(b) The following is a brief summary of some of these acts,.based
, on cases dealt with by me: - ' '
Cupidity
Boomsin real estate, the Stock Exchange and gold have en-
couraged some solicitors to fall prey to the temptation to use
their clients’ monies for investment in these areas in the hope
of quick proﬁts for themselves and/or their companies. The
monies were used without .their clients’ knowledge and their
dishonest acts may never have been discovered if they had been
satisfied to take their proﬁts and return the money to the trust
account. ‘
However, in the hope of making, greater and.greater proﬁts
they have borrowed substantial sums on the security of the
assets acquired with their clients’ monies to make further in-
vestments. A reversal in the markets in which they have com- '
' mitted themselves occurs and they then have to decide to sell
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at a loss or hold on lorlaii upturn. In the meantime they are
laced with large interest payments. In my experience they
invariably choose to stay and take further monies from the
trust account to meet the interest payments.
Eventually, unless they are very lucky, they are faced with an
impossible situation and either report their misdemeanours to
the Law Society or wait until they are found out by the Law
Society inspectors or by complaints from clients who are un-
able to obtain monies to which they are entitled.
These activities are not always assoeiated with booms and can
occur because the solicitor has a client or a friend who appears
to be making money easily from his investments. The solicitor
thinks if he or they can do it why can’t he ~- but the solicitor
either has no money of his own or is not prepared to risk his
money - but of course he has plenty of money in his trust
account and who will know if he uses some of it.
Security for these borrowings have been:
None
Unregistered Mortgages either lst, 2nd, 3rd or higher
Registered Mortgages either lst: 2nd, 3rd or higher
Contributory Mortgages showing names and amounts con-
tributed by the mortgagees or those supported by Deeds
of Trust. the solicitor being shown as the trustee mort-
gagee —— these mortgages may or may not be registered
and may be lst. 2nd, 3rd or higher
Valuations may have been obtained or may have been esti-
mated by the solicitor but although borrowings may not
have been in excess of 2/3rds of the valuation or esti-
mated valuation of the property at the beginning -— this
rule has been largely ignored when things go bad and the
borrowings then increase to well in excess of prudent
values.
The question of security for a client’s investment reminds me
of one of the most blatant acts of dishonesty that l have come
across. The solicitor was urgently in need of funds to prop up
shortages in his trust account and by devious means he dis-
covered a poor unfortunate “New Australian” one ofhis own
countrymen who had funds in a Building Society account and
also in a Mutual Home Loans Fund.
The solicitor suggested to this person that if he lent him all the
money — some $10,000 he had in his Building Society account
he could ﬁnd a borrower who would pay interest at 30% per
annum. The person handed over his money without questioning
. the solicitor as he trusted him and received a trust account re-
ceipt providing brief details of the loan regarding term and
interest rate but not the borrower’s name. Several days later
the solicitor said to this person if you give me the $7,000 odd
you have in your Mutual Home [Loans Fund I can get you
40% interest.
 The person concerned could not withdraw his money fast
enough but he must have realised that such interest rates Were
too good to be true, so he asked the solicitor what security was
provided by the borrower — the solicitor’s reply was that ﬁrst
of all he was giving the person his trust account receipt and
secondly the loan of $17,000 odd was guaranteed by the
Fidelity Fund of the Law Society. The person not knowing
anything about Australian customs and also being greedy
accepted the solicitor’s assurance without‘question.Asit turned
out his loan of $17,000 odd plus interest was paid by the
Fidelity Fund as the solicitor shortly after these transactions
went into receivership with an estimated deﬁciency in his trust
account of well over $1 million. The solicitor waS'an inveterate
gambler and a reckless property developer.
Gambling
There have been many cases of solicitors using trust funds to
start a career in gambling or to pay gambling losses which they
' have incurred. These activities ,cover all forms from the horses
to casinos and usually the books are well kept but the entries
have been falsiﬁed.
, In some cases more than one set of books is kept in the hope
that the ofﬁcial set will pass the scrutiny of a Law Society
inspector. Funds held in deceased estates and for investment
on mortgage are easy targets for this type of activity. The ﬁrst
because‘monies are not ready for distribtition and the second
because it is comparatively easy to prepare false documents
and to meet interest payments from other monies held in trust.
Sometimes the preparation of false mortgage documents is not
even considered.
Philanthropy
In my experience this is not an uncommbn occurrence and
usually occurs when a solicitor because of pressure of work,
pressure from clients who he does not want to loose or his
own inefﬁciency uses trust funds in the following ways:
Pays beneﬁciaries in an estate which has not been proba:
ted — either because he has been slow in making the
application or he feels sorry for or obligated to one or
more of the beneﬁciaries;
Pays compensation claims based on his estimate of the
verdict before the cases have been litigated;
Provides bridging ﬁnance for intending purchasers without
security and without the consent of the client lender;
Pays disbursements on behalf of clients who have no funds
or insufﬁcient funds in trust to meet stamp duty,valua-’
tion fees, survey fees, search fees, etc.;
Payments to mortgagees before receipt of monies from
mortgagors;
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Payment of his own costs on completion of matters for
clients who have not paid him because they are unable
to or because they may be dissatisﬁed with the solici-
tor’s conduct of the matter.
Economic Circumstances
Because of a downturn in the economy causing a falling offin
the solicitor‘s income or because due to ill health, age or neglect
of his practice the solicitor ﬁnds that his practice income does
not meet his ofﬁce and living expenses many solicitors have
used trust monies to keep them afloat, no doubt adopting the
philosophy of Micawber. a character in Charles Dickens’ David
Copperfield, that “something will turn up".
Some amusing although tragic results come to mind -- a classic
being the solicitor when his'trust account was frozen by the
receiver appointed after his investigation said to the receiver
“How will I pay the staff wages this week il’you take control
ofmy trust account?".
Some solicitors have kept meticulous weekly records of their
office and living expenses showing the clients from whom they
have stolen money to fund their debts. Others, of course,just
falsify their trust account entries to cover up their thefts and
others again just stop writing up their trust account records.
Rectiﬁcation of lz‘rrors of Commission or Omission
Some cases of these circumstances have been found where
solicitors through neglect of clients” matters have been sued
and heavy damages have been awarded against them.
Being unable or unwilling to meet the claim they have used
trust monies. in some cases, with the intention of repaying
from future income. The income, however, in cases which I
have found has never been sufficient to cover the misappro-
priation. There are also the cases where solicitors have made
errors in calculating settlement transactions because of carc~
lessness, lack of employee supervision, or failure to properly
attend to their practice obligations. Trust monies have been
used to make good the error. Another area where some solici-
tors have- been caught has been the drawing of trust cheques
against funds deposited in their trust bank accounts before the
cheques received from their clients or others have been cleared.
The subsequent dishonour of those cheques results in a short—
age in trust funds until the disllonoured cheques are paid or
funds provided to cover the loss.
Covering-up Dishonest A crs ofl’artuers and/or It'mployees
This is another area where it has been found that solicitor‘s due
to their failure to properly supervise the actions of their em-
ployed solicitors, managing clerks or bookkeepcrs have been
the unfortunate victims of employee dishonesty. In most cases
the solicitors report the theft to the police or the Law Society
 immediately. In other cases, however, probably due to mis-
placed loyalty or sympathy they have allowed the theft to go
unreported trying to cover the loss from their own funds and/
or trust funds, thus involving themselves in the theft.
With partners it is a different matter as they are jointly and
severally liable for the defaults of the otherpar-tner. There
have been cases where the honest partner has been aware of
his partner’s failure but has not reported the matter to the
Law Society, possibly in the hope that the loss will be rectiﬁed
and the good name of the practice willnot come into disrepute.
Ill. Consequences
1. The foregoing generalisations provide some indication of the various
acts committed by solicitors in the conduct of their practices.
The consequences of those acts depend on the degree of the solici-
tor’s failure and depend mainly on whether the act or acts are:
Wilful
Dishonest
or a combination of both.
Both degrees in combination or severally result in the solicitor being
struck off and in the case of dishonesty being committeed to a term
ofimprisonment.
The lesser consequences are:
Fines
Repriman ds '
Suspension from Practice
The penalities can be imposed on solicitors by the Statutory Com-
mittee or by the Supreme Court and the consequences ofany adverse
ﬁndings can be catastrophic so far as the solicitor’s professional
future is concerned. .
I
IV. Conclusion
1 . The title of this paper poses the question as to whether there is “A
Pattern of Criminality or Bumbling lnefﬁciency” in acts of solicitors
who use trust funds for their own proﬁt or for the use of others to
the detriment of the clients who have entrusted their funds to the
solicitor.
In my experience the predominant pattern which has emerged is that ‘
of criminality because the solicitors were well aware that their acts
were in breach of the trust imposed on them by their profession and
various statutes covering the acts of trustees. [n numerous cases they
plead ignorance of their obligations and of the provisions ofthe Legal
Practitioners Act 1898 (as amended) and the Solicitors Trust Account
Regulations. 4
They also plead ignorance of bookkeeping procedures but of course
none of these pleas can excuse or condone their actions.
As to ‘.‘bumbling inefﬁciency" this may have been a contributing
'-factor but certainly not the principal cause of their failure to protect
their clients interests.
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PRESENTATION OF PAPER
' [KC/3‘. Willi)” '
I would like to thank the organisers of this seminar for including me and I'
appreciate the honour to be associated with so many eminent and learned mem-
bers of the legal profession.
Dealing with Mr Justice Mahoncy’s remarks and also in his commentary on
Mr Garling's paper I attempted to make an analysis along the lines suggested by
Mr Justice Mahoney of the trends in investigations that l have been associated
with over the last few years. But I found when attempting to analyse it along the
lines suggested by His Honour I would need far more time than I had available
to make a detailed analysis. However, I brieﬂy examined 75 investigations and
some of the details follow:
Cases % of total
Losses due to investments in companies
under control of the solicitor and/or his
relatives 18 24
Losses due to investments contrary
to clients instructions ‘ l3 17
Actual thefts. in my opinion, from monies
received through a variety of transactions
including vendor and purchaser monies,
. verdict monies, investments and monies
received on behalf of deceased estates 33 44
Thefts by partners 4 5
Thefts'by employees 5 . 7
Overcharging ' 2 ' 3
Total 75 mo
If I could have carried that analysis further and reﬁned it I think that l
would have found that I would have to support Mr Garling’s‘ statement that by
far the most common form of embezzlement relates to funds for investment on
mortgage. There is no doubt that that form of investment has caused the most
spectacular losses, particularly during the last ﬁve or six years. In a number of
cases in which I have been involved relating to client’s investments I have found
solicitor‘s methods in controlling large sums of money to be very inefﬁcient and
in some cases as suggested by the title of the paper "bumbling inefﬁciency”.
Some other points that I would like to make relate to a matter that '
Mr Carling referred to regarding the Financial Institutions Duty. This is going
to pose quite a problem for the profession because the trail of transactions will
be lost where transactions are carried out by an exchange of cheques, and I
think it is probably something that the Government should give close considera-
tion to in relation to the moneys flowing through solicitors’ trust accounts.
It is also, of course, as Mr Carling points out, going to have a very drastic effect
on the interest that is earned on statutory deposits and which provides the funds
for the Fidelity Fund,-Law Foundation and Legal Aid.
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I would also like to refer to the cases oi‘extreme hardship which come to
my attention because of the actions of solicitors that [have dealt with over the
years. I am sure if the solicitors considered what they were doing before they did
it, they would be amazed at some of the results which have caused the premature
death and suicides to some of those unfortunate clients ,whose money that they
have stolen. I come across some very distressing cases with pensioners, men and
women in their later years who depended on the small income from their invest-
ments. plus their pension. Probably no other profession has the opportunity and
means to perpetrate large scale frauds, if the members are so inclined, because of
the large sums of money which come under their sole control. If their strength
of character is not strong enough they find it hard to resist the temptation and
abuse the advantage of their trust.
They also apparently do not consider the consequences of their actions on
their own career and lives and the havoc they wreak on their family’s lives, parti-
cularly their wives and children. I have had many such cases where the solicitor’s
wife and his young children have visited me at my home late at night to discuss
the future of the solicitor concerned as to whether he might go to gaol or just
what the consequences of his actions might be. Even pillars of the church, of
course, are not immune from the phenomenon. Quite a.number of serious cases
over the years have been involved with those who appear to be deeply religious.
Another point I would like to make relates to Dr Robert Stein’s observa-
tions regarding questions put to students. It seems to me that probably one
aspect that needs careful consideration is education, not only at the student level
but also at the practitioner level, to try and emphasise the fact that when a
person enters an honourable profession like the legal profession his principal
duty is to serve those who employ him to carry out various functions for them
in the law. Mr McKillop, in his commentary on my paper, also referred to this
aspect as far as continuing legal education is concerned.
Mr Justice Mahoney referred in his comments to the question of verdict
moneys. His Honour may be interested to know that I have come ‘across a few
cases only recently where the verdict moneys have not even been received, and
the solicitor (or solicitors) concerned because of the pressure of business or for
other reasons has taken it upon himself to estimate what the verdict monies
might be and have used other clients’ funds to pay the client concerned. The
client is then informed that the matter has been settled, the verdict money was
$X, and so concluded the matter and, of course, caused quite significant short-
ages in the trust funds. '
I would like to add that the open discussion of this topic is, in my opinion,
well worth while and hopefully something will come out of it which may lessen
the incidence of these unfortunate events that occur from time to time amongst
members of the profession.
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COMMENTARY
Bron Mc-Killup, B.A., l.l,.b'., B. lz'c. (Sydney), I.I,.M. (Harvard).
Barrister-at-Law,
Senior Lecturer in Law,
Sydney University Law School
Introductory
It is daunting to have to comment on the distillation of the experience of
an eminent chartered accountant over a period of some 35 years in the investi-
gation of the conduct of solicitors in relation to trust funds. My experience, a
few years only ineacli case. as _a solicitor, a barrister and an academic, hardly
qualifies me to say much of value about the major portion of Mr Wilton‘s
paper — that dealing with the reasons'why solicitors “misuse, misapply, mis-
appropriate or simply steal" monies entrusted to them. I would, however, like
to venture some remarks triggered by Mr Wilton’s paper about certain aspects
of the problem of misuse by solicitors of trust funds and then to say something
about other aspects of crime and the legal profession.
Misuse by Solicitors of Trust Funds
1. ' Reducing the Temptation
Trust funds are held by solicitors for a variety of purposes. These include:
a) Conveyancing, e.g. monies paid to a solicitor by a purchaser of proper-
ty to be applied by the solicitor in payment of the purchase price of
the property; monies received by a solicitor on behalf of the vendor
of property.
b) Litigation, e.g. judgment monies received on behalf of a successful
plaintiff.
c) Administration of deceased estates, e.g. monies received on realisation
of the assets of a deceased person and held for distribution to the
beneficiaries.
d) Investment, e.gx monies received from clients to be lent at interest to
other clients of the solicitor.
It is probably true that the longer the period monies are held by or under the
control of a solicitor and the less likelihood there is of demand for or enquiry
about those monies by clients. the greater the temptation to the solicitor to mis-
use the monies. Thus monies held for purposes (c) or, particularly, ((1) are likely
to present a greater temptation than monies held for purposes (a) or (b). If
solicitors were prevented from holding clients‘ money for the purpose of invest-
ment as under (d), the misuse of trust funds would doubtless decline. Failing
such prevention if clients were more directly involved in the lending of their
money (for example, by the loan being in their name rather than in the name of
a trustee company controlled by the Solicitor, and by the clients actually sighting
security documents and evidence of registration of mortgages) then the solicitor‘s
temptations would be reduced. Similarly if there were greater outside surveillance
of solicitors' records on behalf of clients. '
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2. Ignorance and Misuse
Mr Wilton in his Conclusion notes:
In numerous cases they [solicitorsl plead ignorance of their obliga-
tions and of the provisions of the Legal Practitioners Act 1898 (as
amended) and the Solicitors Trust Account Regulations.
There may well be some ignorance of this kind but, quite apart from such ignor-
ance being no excuse in law, it is unlikely that any solicitor is unaware ofhis basic»
obligations in relation to monies 'held on trust by him on behalf of his clients.
There is, however, another kind of ignorance. M'r Justice Hutley of the
New South Wales Court of Appeal has stated extra-judicially:_
A surprising number of those who have resorted to defalcation seem
to have got into ﬁnancial difﬁculty by reason of professional ignor—
ance.- In other cases, greed and bad example have not been restrained
by knowledge. (Address to the Newcastle Law Society on 6th
November, 1981, published in the Law Society Journal, February,
1982, p. 13).
It may be asked how far such ignorance is the reason for the defalcation and
how far it is being advanced by way of rationalisation for it. Let me take one
example. In Law Society of New South Wales v Moulton (I981) 2 NSWLR 736,
the Court of Appeal had before it the case of a solicitor who had, amongst
other things, borrowed money from some clients at 14% interest, which was a
higher rate than otherwise would have been available to them as lenders but less
than the solicitor as borrower would otherwise have had to pay. The clients had
not obtained independent legal advice nor had they been advised by the solicitor
to do so. In evidence before the Statutory Committee of the Law Society the
solicitor had stated that he understood the Moneylenders Act restricted an un-
licensed lender to 14% interest and that was why he did not pay his client-
lenders a higher rate. The Moneylenders Act in fact deﬁned a “moneylender” to
mean every person whose business is that of money-lending at a rate Of interest
exceeding 12%. The Stamp Duties Act, however, at the relevant time, imposed
a duty on a loan security where the rate of interest exceeded 14%, such duty
being payable by the borrower. The solicitor could therefore save himself the
duty if the rate at which he borrowed did not exceed 14%. Mr Justice Hutley
himself in Moultcm ’s Case noted that the solicitor’s “ignorance was very much to
his ﬁnancial advantage” (p. 755). How far does ignorance lead to improper
ﬁnancial advantage and how far is ignorance claimed to explain such advantage
away?
It is sometimes said that continuing legal education would help to cure
many of the ills of the legal profession, including even solicitor defalcation. Most
continuing legal education is concerned, not unsurprisingly, with recent develop-
ments in various ﬁelds of law. It would be hard to persuade practising solicitors
to take or take seriously courses on the Legal Practitioners Act and the Trust
Account Regulations or even on the obligations arising from the solicitor/client
relationship. As to an increase in knowledge of the general law, assuming this
would reduce defalcations, the starting point would have to be with legal educa-
tional levels for admission to practice.
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3. Disciplinary and/0r Criminal Proceedings
The recent practice in New South Wales in relation to solicitors who have misused
trust monies is for disciplinary proceedings to be initiated by the Law Society
before the Statutory Committee with the ultimate sanction being disbarment
from practice. Both parties have a right of appeal to the Court of Appeal, the
appeal being by‘way of rehearing. Criminal proceedings for fraudulent mis-
appropriation may or may not follow a ﬁnding adverse to the solicitor in the
disciplinary proceedings, Why two sets of proceedings? Disciplinary proceedings
are said to be concerned with ﬁtness to practice so that sanctions are to be
applied for the protection of the public. Criminal proceedings on the other hand,
are concerned with general legal wrongs that have punishment of the wrongdoer
as their sanction. It is. ol'course. hard to deny both an element of punishment in
the disbarment of a solicitor and an element of public protection in any credible
.theory of punishment. Why not criminal proceedings before or concurrently
with disciplinary proceedings? Partly because the initial investigations are carried
out by or on behalf of the Law Society rather than the police and because crimi-
nal investigations and court proceedings (including committal proceedings) take
more time than their disciplinary counterparts. Disciplinary proceedings (unlike '
civil proceedings) will not usually be stayed because criminal proceedings are
also on foot.
Other Aspects of crime and the Legal Profession
l . Barristers
As barristers do not hold trust funds they do not run the risk ofdisciplinary or
criminal proceedings for misuse or misappropriation of such funds.
There are. however, kinds of behaviour by a barristedrelated to his practice
that could give rise to criminal charges. For example, he would be guilty of con-
spiring to pervert the course ofjustice if he were party to an agreement with a
witness to give false evidence in a case, or to an agreement with a person where-
by that person used money other than his own when acting as a “surety” for bail.
A barrister could be guilty as an accessory to extortion or to obtaining money
by false pretences or by deception if-he assisted a solicitor to extract in certain
ways excessive legal costs from successful plaintiffs. 1 should add I am not aware
of such charges having been brought against a barrister in New South Wales.
There is no equivalent of the Statutory Committee for barristers. Com-
plaints against barristers are considered by the lithics Committee of the Bar
Council. and may result in the barrister. ifhe is a member ofthe Bar Association,
being fined and expelled from the Association. (This latter does not prevent him
from continuing to practise as a barrister.) Where serious misconduct is established
against a barrister, whether a member of the Bar Association or not, the Associa-
tion may bring the matter before the Supreme Court for the appropriate disci—
plinary action, including disbarment.
2. A clvising and Counselling
Both barristers and solicitors are called on to advise clients as to whether desired
or proposed activity contravenes the law and, if so, how it can be changed to
avoid such contravention. Such advice is an essential part ofthe lawyer’s function
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and involves no criminality. Having reason to believe that a client Will rejeét
advice and contravene the law does not constitute criminality.~ However, if a
lawyer encourages a client to contravene the law he may be liable to prosecution
loI lllLllClllL‘lll and if the coIItIachItioII takes pl:Icc he will IIoIIIIally be liIlIlc
to prosecution lor counselling the contravention. Statutes cIeating oltences ol
certain kinds of behaviour often make it an offence to “counsel” that behaviour,
usually attaching the same penalty. To take an example that caused some concern
to the legal profession a few years ago, the Commonwealth Crimes (Taxation
Offences) Act, 1980, made it an offence for a person to enter into an arrange—
ment or transaction for the purpose ofa company or trustee being unable to pay
sales or income tax. It was also made an olfence lor a person to counsel another
person to enter into such arrangement or transaction. Part of the concern was
the legal advice that a certain arrangeIIIcnt oI tIaIIsactioII did not lull within the
prohibition where that advice proved to be incorrect may have constituted
counselling and so have been an offence under the statute.
As the law presently stands, legal professional privilege for communications
between a lawyer and his client will, if claimed by the client, usually ensure that
the necessary evidence is not available to convict the lawyer for advice or counsel.
Extra-Professional Crime
The relevance of crimes committed by lawyers as people rather than as
members of the profession is in relation to their ﬁtness to remain practitioners.
In Ziems v The Prothonotary of the Supreme Court ofNew South Wales (1957)
97 CLR 279, the High Court by a majority held, overruling the Full Court of
the Supreme Court, that a conviction and a two-year prison sentence for man-
slaughter arising out of the death of a person in a road collision caused by a
barrister’s driving of a car while under the inﬂuence of liquor did not necessarily
mean that the barrister was not a fit and proper person to be a member of the
Bar (although he was suspended for the period of his imprisonment). Two of the
majority judges (Fullagar and Taylor, 1].) examined in some detail the facts
which emerged at the trial and concluded that they did not establish unfitness to
practise as a barrister. The third majority judge, Kitto, J., said:
It is not a conviction ofa premeditated crime. It does not indicate a
tendency to vice or violence, or any lack of probity. It has neither
connexion with nor significance for any professional function. (p 299)
Perhaps in deference to the next speaker, let me end with an American confirma-
tion of these principles, although with a contrary result. Lawyer and ex-Vice-
President Spiro T. Agnew had been convicted of lodging false income tax returns.
In disbarment proceedings in Maryland, the Court of Appeals said this:
it is difﬁcult to feel compassion for an attorney who is so morally
obtuse that he consciously cheats for his own pecuniary gain that
government he has sworn to serve, completely disregards the words
of the oath he uttered when first admitted to the bar, and absolutely
fails to perceive his professional duty to act honestly in all matters.
(Quoted in Bayless Manning, ‘lf Lawyers were Angels: A Sermon in‘one Canon’,
(1974) 60 A.B.A.J. 821.)
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PRESENTATION OF COMMENTARY
1;, .llr‘A’I‘l/n/i
In my commentary on Mr Wilton’s paper I was first concerned to look at
misuse of trust funds by solicitors. particularly in terms of reducing the tempta-
tion to misuse funds. This involved looking at various types offunds that solicitors
held and indicating that the temptations might be greater with some kinds of
funds. for instance, funds held for investment on behalf of clients, or funds
held in the administration of estates, which went on over a long period and did
not involve too much checking by the parties interested in the money. I looked
at a suggestion that there is some connection between ignorance of certain
aspects of the law and misuse of funds, and finally made some briefeomparison
between disciplinary proceedings within the profession and criminal proceedings
of a general nature. Then I had a brief look at other aspects of crime and the
professions. because it did seem to me there was a danger that we would ﬁnish
up considering only defalcating solicitors in this seminar whereas some people
might have thought that the problem was perhaps broader.There is the possibility,
as you may or may not be aware, that barristers may commit crimes and there
is a whole range of potential criminality in the matters that were referred to by
Professor Haynes in relation to the United States, and that is in lawyers advising
and acting in what might be “illicit" transactions. Finally I had a quick look at
crime committed by lawyers not as lawyers but as individuals general crime
and what should happen to them as lawyers as a result.
Two matters that I want to take up in a little more detail now are ﬁrstly,
the misuse of funds held by solicitors for investment purposes, and secondly,
what relation there might be on a slightly closer examination between ignorance
by lawyers and defalcation.
Firstly in relation to misuse of trust funds for investment. Mr Justice
Mahoney quite correctly, with respect, indicates that we need to know a lot
more about how far'it is trust funds that cause trouble with solicitors who defal-
cate. Mr Wilton it seems, on a further examination ofhis material, has concluded
that the most common form of defalcation is in relation to funds held for invest-
ment. and that the most spectacular losses occur in that ﬁeld. That might per-
haps lead to more general consideration of whether it is a proper function for
solicitors to be receiving moneys for investment at all, or whether that is not
something that is outside a proper conception of legal practice. Obviously that is
a radical suggestion having regard to the sort of practices which solicitors in this
State have. If it is really no more than mortgagebroking solicitors are engaged in
when they place money of party A with party B, it might legitimately be asked
whether that should be something that solicitors are allowed to engage in. There
are obvious reasons why that happens, of history and cost benefit to the solicitors
involved. _We should perhaps look a little more closely at the different sorts of
lendings that are made on behalf of clients by solicitors. Lendings to the clients
of other solicitors obviously are somewhat different to lendings to the client of
the solicitor himself, or indeed oflending to the solicitor himselfor some company
in which he may have an interest. ln the latter situations it is very obvious there
is a conflict ofinterest which may not exist at all in the former situation.
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1 am struck in this connexion also with the comments of Professor Haynes
on the American experience to the effect that lawyers in America normally do
not have funds from clients for investment. He is rather puzzled why solicitors
in this State do, and he says he has not yet learnt the reason for that. I suppose
we could ask why it doesn‘t happen in the United States as it happens here, but
to respond to his question I think we should look at why it does happen here.
The reasons that came to my mind as to why clients give money to solicitors to
invest for them on mortgage were a maximisation of the security of the invest-
ment, to have the money out at higher interest rates than traditionally have been
obtainable in other forms of investment, and, I suppose also, that there is a lack
of alternative forms of investment which may not be‘ the casein the United States
and which may, in fact, be lessening here in view of things like Property Trusts
and Cash Management Trusts that have emerged fairly recently. lf Professor
Haynes has the time it would be interesting to get him to explain why in America
funds are not given to solicitors for investment by clients.
The second point that I wish to touch on is in relation to ignorance and
defalcation. Some people have suggested that there is a relationship between .
those two things. I think Mr Justice Hutley of the Supreme Court of this State .
has suggested a correlation between an ignorance of the law generally and defal-
cation and referred speciﬁcally to that connection in Moulton’s Case, a case in
the Court of Appeal here. There is also reference in Moulton’s Case of ignorance
of particular aspects of the law which may have led solicitors ultimately into
defalcation or to misuse of trust moneys, speciﬁcally an ignorance of some
provisions of the Moneylenders Act, believing that it was not possible under the
Moneylenders Act to lend at more than 14% on behalf of a client and if the
lending were to a company that you yourself controlled, that served to beneﬁt
you by being able to borrow at a lesser rate than you might otherwise have been
able to.
Other sorts of ignorance that have been indicated as relevant to defalcation
‘ are more speciﬁcally matters like failure to appreciate the nature of the ﬁduciary
relationship which exists between a solicitor and a client. This Was also put at
the forefront of thejudgments in Moulton’s Case both by Mr Justice Hutley and
by Mr Justice Hope.
There is suggestion in the paper submitted by Dr Stein that an ignorance-
of ethics will, in his view, be related to defalcation by solicitors. That is the
suggested relationship. As to any evidence of such a relationship 1 havenot come
across any of great value. There is a study in Canada (reproduced in part in the
book by Disney and others The Lawyers. published in 1977) by a researcher in
relation to disbarments in Ontario which indicated that of the lawyers disbarred
there was agpoorer Law School performance amongst them than for the profes-
sion as a whole. Whether that is hard evidence of such a relationship I do not
know. It could not be taken to indicate that youjust cut offthelower performers
at the Law School from admission into the profession. I do not think that sort
of information would allow you to draw any useful conclusion. Assuming that
there is the relationship, what might be done about it? The most obvious suggest-
ion is courses of instruction in relation to the legal profession as such and the
obligations and the responsibilities of the profession, or more particularly courses
in Ethics that would apply to both branches of the profession. Courses of that
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kind are more conspicuous by their absence than by their presence in New South
Wales There is a course on theprolession I understand in The University of
New SouthWales but that is the only university law course that gives such a
course as tar as I am aware. There are no courses in Lithics as such taught in any ‘
Law School in New South Wales so far as I am aware The Solicitors Admission
Bul'ilt'l and l3aIIisteIs Admission Boaul Courses do have examination courses in
Ethics for both branches. I understand that the College of Law although it does '
have a course does not have an e\amination for that course.
 CRIME AND THE PROFESSIONS .- THE LEGAL PROFESSION
A COMPARATIVE VIEW
Professor Peter Haynes, B.Sc. (Southampton), MA, Ph.D. (Toronto)
Visiting Professor, Institute of Criminology,
Sydney University Law School;
Professor of Justice Studies. Center for the Study of Justice,
Arizona State University, USA.
Any attempt to perform cross cultural comparisons ofcomplexinstitutions,
such as the legal systems, is fraught with danger. However, it has been well estab-
lished that comparative analysis is no longer viewed as a specialized, some might
say peripheral.- approach but rather as an integral part of the analytical process
by which one attempts to understand our public institutions.‘ As such I believe
that the comparative approach has some potential for shedding light on the
practices observed in the Australian legal profession. Thus, I would like to present
some personal perspectives based on experiences in the United States. Although
I have only limited access to empirical information at present it is hoped that the
approach may be useful to you. ~
During the last ten years we have seen an American President and also an
'American Vice-President leave office as a result of being formally accused of
crimes. Both were attorneys! In the same time period a number ofjudges ofState
Supreme Courts (i.e. the highest courts in the States) have left under similar
circumstances. Concern about judicial behaviour has resulted in the establish-
ment of disability and removal commissions for judges in nearly every State.
There are also long standing provisions for the review of the legal profession by
Bar Associations. The removal of the right to practice is included in the penalties
that can be imposed for offences. Civil and criminal remedies can also be pursued.
There is also a continuing interest in establishing appropriate codes of behaviour
that can effectively regulate the practise oflaw as it presently exists. This reﬂects
the recognition that there are many roles now pursued by attorneys which are
not adequately regulated by existing rules, which have been designed primarily
with private independent practitioners in mind.
It is clear that the regulation of the conduct of attorneys is a matter of
some concern in the United States. However. it is interesting that the major
areas of concern are not exactly identical to those being addressed here today.
There are some good reasons for differences that are mainly related to the
different types of problems that appear to arise. This of course is directly tied
to the type of roles pursued by attorneys in the tw0 societies. As you will see
these differences result in greater emphasis being paid to problems outside the
area of trust account defalcations. '
The Opportunities
In assessing the extent of the problem one must first take into account
the number of individuals in practise. After all we know that societies which do
not utilize lawyers are not likely to have a large number of delinquencies in the
1. Howard A. Scarrow, Comparative Political/inalysis (llarpcr & Row. Ncw York. 1969).
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lawyers. In 1970 it was'r orted that there was one attorney for every 570
American citizens.2 After e. eluding those attorneys who did not practise the
ratio has been estimated to be one practising attorney for every 750 citizens.
Although the number of attorneys, has probably increased since that time it is
probably significant that the ratio reported is not substantially different from
that reported in 1971 for New South Wales. The reported ratio of 1:860 makes
the situation in‘ New South Wales very similar in the two societies. On this basis
the frequency of problems experienced in Australia and‘l'he United States should
not differ substantially. all other factors being equal. Ofcourse, other factors
'are not equal !
profession. It is well known/{that the United States is reputed to be awash with
The other major factor that must be considered is the opportunity for
abuse. As you know solicitors in Australia hold considerable sums of money in
trust for clients whilst awaiting the completion of various matters. Most of these
matters involve conveyancing, probate and litigation. Although this seminar is
dedicated to the broad issue of crime in the legal profession it has already been
noted that the overwhelming majority of comment has been devoted to one
issue. namely problems associated with abuse of these funds. This is a matter of
undoubted importance but it certainly is not exhaustive of the broader issue of
crime in the legal profession. '
The possibilities for unethical and/or illegal behaviour exist in all the
functional activities pursued by lawyers. As such it is helpful to examine proﬁles
of the profession such as the ones presented in Lawyers by Julian Disney, John
Basten. Paul Redmond and Stan Ross. These authors quote prior surveys of the
ptofession in New South Wales which give some broad perspective of the type of
activities pursued by suburban practitioners.
Time Spent
Land Transactions 47%
Probate 12%
Personal Injury 10%
Family 9%
Company & COmmerciaJ 8%
Other Civil . . 5%
Criminal Law 4%
Other Administration 4%
Other 2%
A similar table derivedlrom the experience of solicitors in England and
Wales shows the relative contributions of various activities to gross income.
Contribution
. to Income
Conveyancing & Leases 58%
Litigious Work 17%
Probate & Estates 14%
Other Contentious Work 10%
Other 1%
2. Julian Disney. John Haste n. l’aul Redmond. Stan Ross. Lawyers (The Law Book'Conn
pany. Sydney. 1977).
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These two tables reﬂect the possession of a conveyancing monopoly by
solicitors in the twojurisdictions. It might be expected that very different proﬁles
would be developed for jurisdictions which lack this attribute. Thus it is probable
that the proﬁle for attorneys in the western United States is closer to that exist-
ing in South Australia and Western Australia where such a monopoly is absent.
In both California and Arizona (and other western States) most real estate trans-
actions are completed without the beneﬁt of legal advice: The paperwork in
these jurisdictions is performed by real estate agents (i.e. estate agents). There
have been attempts by Bar Associations to sue real estate agents on the basis that
they were practising law but these suits were unsuccessful. As a consequence
lawyers are not signiﬁcantly involved in contracts involving sale of private
residences and thus do not have access to the funds involved. As such the oppor:
tunity for misfeasance or malfeasance by an attorney is substantially reduced.
This characteristic probably contributes to another marked difference
between Australia and the United States. Thus, very few individuals in America
place funds with lawyers for investment purposes. As a consequence few American
attorneys actually act as mortgage or ‘loan brokers. Individuals would not seek
solicitors funds when contemplating a house purchase and those with funds
would, almost always, seek the assistance of other professionals when‘seeking
worthwhile investment opportunities. I am still puzzled why Australians persist
in using solicitors when brokerage houses, ﬁnancial institutions, accountants and
other ﬁnancial advisors clamour for business. It is realized thata solicitor is acting
as a professional advisor and not as a business consultant but the necessity for
the advisor is questionable.
There is probably a very good reason for this practise (which has so far
escaped me), but it does mean that the contrast between the two systems is
marked. In Australia there is a much greater access by solicitors to clients invest-
ment funds and this allows the possibility of abuse. Clients in the United States .
are therefore less likely to be victimized by attorneys in this area. Of course this
does not protect clients from victimization completely. instead the client is
more likely to be victimized by a ﬁnancial advisor rather than a legal advisor.
Probate and estate matters probably offer similar opportunities for abuse
in the two countries but overall the opportunity for theft or misuse of individual
client’s funds appears greater in Australia than in America. Although I am bereft
of any speciﬁc ﬁgures from America it does not seem likely that attorneys have
access to the amounts of money available here. The ﬁgure of $20,000 'million
per annum passing through solicitors trust accounts in Australia which was esti-
mated by one of the presentors,3 would require an approximate'equivalent of
$30,000 million in the United States (if adjusted for the population differences).
These differences do not mean that trust funds are not stolenor diverted
for illegitimate purposes by American attorneys. It does mean that trust fund
defalcations represent only one of the various areas of concern rather than the
pre-eminent issue.
Some idea of the range of issues of concern in the United States can be
deduced from the types of conduct that are subject to regulation. Recently draft
3. See (iarling page 13
l—.ﬁiw
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rules of professional conduct have been proposed by the American Bar Association
(ABA) and these illustrate the wide variety of different situations which require
attention.
Model Rules of Professional Conduct4
These proposed rules have attempted to reflect the wide variety ofdifferent
' roles pursued by attorneys. They have been expertly portrayed to an Australian
audience when Geoffrey Hazard spoke to a joint meeting of the ABA and the'
Law Societies of Australia and New Zealand in Sydney in 1980.5 The author has
lent heavily upon the material so presented in brieﬂy summarizing these proposals
and in describing their historical antecedents.
Traditionally regulation of the American legal profession turned around
control of the function of a barrister. As there is a fused profession this resulted
in regulation ofall attorneys. However. courts were not well equipped to regulate
behaviour and. as long as courts were not subject lo gross improprieties and as long
as excessive competition with ones colleagues was avoided,supervision was nearly
non-existent. There was little direct legal control, indeed the only real area of appli-
cable law developed separate from these concerns. The establishment of the legal
doctrine of attorney-client privilege occurred as a branch ofthe law ofevidence. As
you know this allows an attorney to maintain the confidentiality of clien ts’ secrets.
As most issues were ethical rather than legal it was only the passage of a
Code of Responsibility, which incorporated these ethical prohibitions, that made
the profession subject to legal sanctions in these areas." This is perhaps compara-
ble to the Legal Practitioners Act existing in the various Australian States. The.
new Model Rules have now proposed the extension of these codified regulations
to cover a wider variety of different circumstances. They cover a number of
different areas which can be classiﬁed as follows:
1.) Rules governing the performance of the professional function for the
client-—
a) The client — lawyer relationship itself.
b) Standards for various roles such as advisor, advocate negotiator and
intermediary.
3.) Rules governing the relationship to the profession.
There are a variety of interesting issues raised by these proposals. One area
of great import to me. because of my interest in court delay, relates to the
responsibility that an attorney might have to expeditiously pursue litigation. The
right of lawyers to advertise is also a fascinating area which developed as a result
of an Arizona case.7 However, other issues are more relevant in the context of
this paper.
4. Model Rules ol Professional Conduct (Discussion Drall) American Bar Association (om-
mission on 1" valuation of Prolessional Standards. (Chicago U.S.A 1980)
5. (leoltrcy C. lla7. ard.‘ 'Proposcd Revision ol the Rules ol legall thics in the United Stalcs‘
includedin Ilmcrr’can/Aus (ralian/Nt’w /calandl.:aw Parallels and Contrasts pp. 238-249.
(West Publishing Company. St Paul. Minnesota. U.S.A.. I980).
6. ABA Code ofProfessr’onal Responsibility. Also see Wright, “The Code of Professional
Responsibility ~ lts History and Objectives“. 24. Ark. L. Rev. J (I970).
7. Bates and Oldsteen i'Statc Bar 0fArizona. 97 S. (‘1. 2691. I977.
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Some particular issues which are deserving of emphasis relate to the e
xtent
to which an attorney is responsible to pursue directions of a client wh
en a pro-
posed action is illegal or unlawful. For instance, an attorney clearly does h
ave an
obligation to seek to dissuade a client from pursuing the course but does he
or
she have the responsibility to see that oth'erslearn of the intended action? Th
e
proposed resolution of this places an obligation in matters which might lead
to
death or serious bodily harm but excludes all others. The significance of th
is
issue when economic crime issues are discussed will be apparent.
A related issue arises when corporate managers seek to pursue an illegal
course of action. In this instance it is proposed that obligations be placed on the
attorney to go to the board of directors or even the outside director.
While acting as an advisor an attorney may not assist a client in pursuing
an illegal (or tortuous) course of action but it is proposed that one can advise a
client on what the law allows and forbids, as well as on whether enforcement of
the law is likely. The line between these allowed and disallowed activities is not a
clear one and once again is ofimportance in the fraud area. ‘
Difficulty in actually distinguishing, in the context of a law suit, is also
compounded by the existence of the attorney/client privilege, previously alluded
to, which precludes the court from compelling testimony from the attorney
when the client objects. However, it is important to emphasize that the privilege
belongs to the client and not to the attorney.
Economic Crime and the Legal Profession
As you probably know the right ofa defendant in a criminal case to receive
legal representation is established as a constitutional right in the United States.
When a person is indigent this right obligates the state to pay for the attorney.
Case law has progressively extended the right to representation to the earliest
stages ofcriminal proceedings. In spite of this some Public Defenders do not believe
that legal advise is received early enough. One representative of the National
Legal Aid & Defenders Association (NLADA), with whom I was working,
commented in frustration: “What these people really need is legal advice before
they commit the crime. if they are ever to get an adequate defence." There are
some who believe that such a situation already exists in the economic crime area.
.In recent years Arizona has suffered excessively from economic crime.
There are a variety of factors which help explain this including rapid economic
growth. the presence of a relatively afﬂuent uninformed group of retirees, and the
lack of effective regulation and enforcement. The problem became very visible
which elicited enhanced enforcement and regulation and we now have consider-
. able information on the extent of such crime in the State and, fortunately, some
success in prosecuting those involved. Through some research work I performed
with the Special Prosecution Division of the State Attorney General’s Depart-
ment l was able to review the cases pursued in the early years in considerable
detail (unpublished work). Some of the findings are particularly relevant to the
issue of crime in the legal profession.
The studies shed some light on the extent of professional involvement in
these types of crimes. First the majority of alleged fraud cases. which involved
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sales of commodities. land and/or commercial paper. involved professionals. It
was not unusual for attorneys and accountants to be charged and convicted in
these cases. In other words the professionals had not restricted their actions to
giving advice on legality and then stepping back. They had used their skills to
facilitate the crime itself and had become partners in the total enterprise. Indeed
in some instances they had pursued other criminal roles,such as selling fraudulent
commercial paper. and in one extreme case an ex Magistrate was convicted of
being. the courier for a contract killing related to a major fraud. It would appear
that it is extremely difficult for some members of the profession to resist the lure
of easy money in such circumstances. The presence of the corporate structure
offers some protection to them and corporate assets can be used to defend any~
officers charged with offences. The presence of testimonial privilege for con-
fidential client-attorney communications offers an extra protection but fortuna-
tely this is not a complete protection as most of these cases involve insider testi-
mony on the State‘s behalf. It is sometimes forgotten that it is the client who
owns the privilege!
The pressure on individual attorneys can be severe. As we know from the
papers there are large economic pressures at present.8 Attorneys are reluctant
not to assist a client when another attorney will gladly take his or her place. In
addition some individuals have already lost the ability to practise law through
disbarment as a consequence of previous offences. These individuals have legal
skills but no right to practise. For them the pressure can be irresistable.
It is true that the cases discussed have involved actual criminal acts by
attorneys. The more difficult issue to grapple with is the case where the attorney
actually directed the planning of the fraudulent enterprise through judicious
advice but avoided any subsequent entanglement, being content with receipt of
a substantial fee for the advice. It is true that certain attorneys were regularly
retained by a number of firms charged with offences. Although prosecutors were
convinced that the line between legitimate and illegitimate behaviour had been
crossed by those individuals it has not been possible to demonstrate that to be
the case. In such circumstances it has proved almost impossible to differentiate
between an honest attorney being unjustyly assigned the attributes ofhis client
and a clever unscrupulous attorney protecting himself while benefiting from the
crime, l would imagine that the passage of the recent retrospective tax legislation
might very well raise some interesting issues of this type in Australia.
Conclusions
Lawyers as a professional group are given great responsibility in most
common-law countries. This is especially true in the United States and Australia.
The receipt of these responsibilities makes it inevitable that some abuses will
take place and that there will be some individuals who need to be controlled
through legal sanctions. Although codes of ethics governing professional respon-
sibility. and . the activities of professional groups. such as law societies. help
restrain abuses the potential problems will always be there and ultimately crimi-
nal and other sanctions are needed to help control the small number ofindividuals
8- ‘LiH‘ZVcrs losejobs as profession ishit by recession‘ The Australian, p. 2,'.lannary 14. I983
and ‘Some professional switch to cask wine others stick to champagne’ The Sydney
Morning Herald, p. 27. February 5. I983.
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who do offend. The danger to the‘proi'Cssion in failing to recognize this wa
s
recently illustrated by an article in The Australian-9 which attributed la
ck of
public conﬁdence in lawyers in New Zealand to closed-shop disciplinary pro
-
cedures. , ‘ ‘
It is not that lawyers are inherently more subject to these temptations
than others. It is just that the access to the temptation is great for attorneys.
The substantial responsibility for trust funds in Australia means that problems
will arise in that area. The relative lack of access to truSt funds in the US. and
the larger economic market probably helps explain the greater emphasis on
fraud issues in that country ’ F "
9. ‘Status of doctors. lawyers llagging‘ The Australian, p.‘9, January 29-30. 1983.
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PRESENTATION OF PAPER
Professor Peter .llayries
Like Mr Carling i would like to start my brief presentation with a short
story about solicitors. There was a person of some means who had money to
spare who decided to give some of these funds to professionals for use during
his lifetime. He decided to give 350.000 each to a solicitor. a priest, and a doctor
on condition that the money was to be returned upon death of the donor,placed
in the casket and cremated. Things went very well for a period of time but un-
fortunately the donor did ultimately die and the funeral took place. The three
professionals naturally attended. and placed envelopes in the casket which was
cremated. Afterwards they met briefly and talked about their experience and the
priest said: “Gentlemen. I have a confession to make which has really been
bothering me. As you know the orphanage desperately needed those moneys
and I do have to tell you that I did keep out $20000 and only put $30,000 back
into the envelope. I hope that 1 can be forgiven for this, but it was for a good
'cause." The Doctor. who didn‘t suffer the same pangs of conscience so quickly,
said: “Well, as you confessed. I must tell you Idid something similar.l actually
kept out $30000 because we did need a new wing on the Children’s Hospital."
The solicitor stood up and said: “Gentlemen, I amjust outraged with this abuse
of trust. I want you to know I put a cheque for the full $50,000 in that casket."
There are hopefully two morals to that story. One is that everyone is subject to
temptation where money is involved, and perhaps the second one is the-solicitor
knows how to handle it better.
The thrust of my remarks is that solicitors have a special position in society,
especially in common law countries. I tried to compare and contrast the United
States and Australia and it would appear that the ratio of attorneys to the popu-
lation doesn’t differ substantially in the two societies. so obviously solicitors are
given a great deal of trust and responsibility in both countries. I believe Mr WiltOn
commented that no other profession has the same access to funds as solicitors.
I am not sure that that is absolutely true, but certainly solicitors have greataccess
and one of my beliefs is that problems arise when risks are present.The likelihood
of problems arising is a function of many different characteristics but certainly
one factor which we have to bear in mind is that all of us are subject to pressures.
Economic pressures are prominent amongst the things which inﬂuence ourthink-
ing. 1 think it‘is fair to say that in times of economic hardship it is likely that
solicitors and other be pushed more towards abuse of their responsibilities than
they might be otherwise. However, I don’t think the relationship is as simple as
that because it is also true that in times of economic growth the attraction of
easy money. which has been referred to by other Speakers. might also exert an
effect and inﬂuence on their behaviour. The likelihood of problems occurring is
a function of those circumstances and this might tell us something about when
we might want to monitor performance. We may want to exert more effort at
certain times than others. '
The other characteristic. which I think clearly is relevant,is the opportunity
for abuse. It is very clear that, in Australia, solicitors have access to and responsi-
bility for very, very substantial sums of money during a year. It is not absolutely
true that solicitors do not have some access to such moneys in the United States,
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which is a complex system. In the eastern States, in particular, they
llilVL‘ more
access, but in the western States very few solicitors do have
moneys available.
Therefore defaleation is not as common, perhaps because there are other
alterna-
tives available and perhaps because there is not an insurance fund whic
h can be
fallen back upon. That does not mean that abuses do not occur, it jus
t means
that if abuses occur they probably occur at the hands of others, such as a
ccount-
ants (with all due deference to the speakers here today). Perhaps we shoul
d be
asking ourselves: “Is there a difference between the frequency of abuse by solici
-
tors and the frequency of abuse by accountants?” Clearly those investment
moneys are being placed and all we are doing is comparing two alternatives, and
you are not going to get rid of the problem completely. However, my point i
s
that if there is not the same amount of abuse by solicitors in the United States in
the area of trust funds.
The title of this seminar is “Crime and the Professions —— The Legal Profes-
sion". I believe that the subject that we have been talking about so far is merely
one aspect of the problem. What we really should be talking about are the other
sorts of abuses which can and, as 1 think i can demonstrate to you later on, do
' occur in other areas. Mostly the items that I am going to talk about are in the
fraud area drawing upon some of my experiences in Arizona.
Before I do go to that area lwould like to talk about the general problem
of regulating behaviour by solicitors. I think it is clear that whenever there are
these temptations and responsibilities there is a need for regulation. The early
history of regulating the legal profession revolved pretty much around three
areas. There was ethical regulation of the behaviour amongst solicitors. People
got very upset if there was ambulance chasing which was viewed as unfair com-
petition. There was also regulation of court behaviour. As you know we have a
fused profession, and solicitors’ and barristers’ appearances in court were re-
strained. However. as long as they were appropriately respectful and did not
abuse the court and the judge then the professions’ behaviour was relatively
ignored and unregulated. The only real area where law intruded upon the beha-
viour of attorneys was in development of the law of evidence, specifially the
attorney/client relationship. As we will learn a little later on, if anything, that
actually has made it more difficult to regulate behaviour in some ways.
The early mechanisms worked up to a certain point but were not sufﬁcient.
As a consequence. nearly every system developed some sort of more formal
regulatory enforcement system to govern the behaviour of professionals generally.
You have such a system here with the Legal Practitioners Acts in the various
States as well as an established system for investigation and enforcement. What
happened in the United States was the development of Codes of professional
responsibility with appropriate legal penalties for failure to comply with those
rules. I would like to draw your attention to the recent proposal by the Kutak
Commission of a revised set of regulations. These revised proposals cover a much
broader range of circumstances than were dealt with by prior rules and in addi-
tion they attempted to take into account the fact that attorneys in the United
States are now functioning in all sorts ofdifferent roles which were not considered
when the original Code was created. Brieﬂy speaking the original Code tend to
be centered around individual practitioners working on their own and, as you
probably well know. attorneys in the United States, and almost certainly here,
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are now in a working in government agencies, in advisory roles, in negotiating
roles and all sorts of other situations. Some of the early Codes were just not
appropriate for these circumstances.
What I would like to do now is to take one aspect that has been addressed
by the proposed new Codes and get away from trust accounts. even though they
are important. 1 would not underestimate the importance of individuals losing
money. especially vulnerable individuals. However. as we have seen there are
other important areas and if trust accounts actually are falling in importance in
New South Wales. and i assume in Victoriaalso because there is. similar law in
effect there. then perhaps you should now be looking at other areas which may
be growing in importance and in need of the attention which trust account
regulation is presently receiving.‘
Fraud is one of the areas where [have spent a little time in research, in
particular. examining prosecutions of fraud in Arizona. I do not want to dwell
on very prominent examples of fraud, but as you know we have lost a President,
and a Vice-President under circumstances where they had been accused ofcrimcs.
We have also lost Supreme Court Justices. who are members of the highest appe-
late courts in the States in at least two States that I know of (Michigan and
Florida). Justices have left accused of crimes. so obviously there is a need to
deal with behaviour in this area.
Here I would like to talk about the basic issue of white collar crime and
the participation of attorneys in advising the principals and in some instances in
the perpetration of the fraud itself. In addition their participation in supple-
mentary fraudulent activities not related to their advising role.
We have seen prosecutions of individuals who organized large scale land
frauds. commodity frauds. and financial frauds. in some instances all mixed up
together. Commonly a small group of people would concoct a scheme and nearly
always an attorney was directly involved as a participant. He was either a practis-
ing attorney or. more commonly, an attorney who had already been disbarred
either in that State oranother State. This raises a rather interesting issue what
you do about people who have legal skills but no longer have the right to practice
but would like to be able to use those skills in order to earn a living, albeit it
illegally?
We saw instances where solicitors were involved not only in the fraud but
also in other crimes. For example, they have sold fraudulent lots and phony
financial paper to investors (and with the same sort of effects that were dis-
cussed in trust defalcations). These investors were often relatively unsophisti-
cated individuals as Arizona happens to be a State with a lot of retirees. The
perpetrators hoped that the Attorney/client privilege would help protect them.
should a prosecution be pursued. To a large extent it does, except what they
usually forget is the privilege does not belong the attorney, it belongs to the
client. and usually these prosecutions involve insider testimony. So that is how
they ended up being convicted. To take one extreme example; an ex lower court
judge was convicted of carrying bribe money for a contract murder in one of
these land fraud cases. So you can see how bad situations can be. The interesting
thing. and this relates to what some of the other speakers have said, is that those
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apprehended appear to be the less competent members of the prolession There
are two possible intelpretations of that: one is that only less competent members
ol the profession indulge in such activities In another more Lynical interpre-
lation is that only the tlumh ones get caught.
That brings me to the ﬁnal issue which I hope can be discussed. It was
very common for a small number of attorneys to represent these types of
defendants. Now bear in mind that I was working with prosecutors in this
instance, and they have a certain view of the world, at least in the United States,
but it was very difﬁcult for them to unravel the difference between a situation
where you had an honest attorney advising his client what was appropriate and
what was not appropriate, withdrawing and then being unfairly tarred with the
image of the crooked client. and the situation when an individual has gone
further and was actually advising and assisting in the orchestration ofthe scheme.
The practical reality was that it was almost impossible to differentiate between
those two circumstances. The cases which we explored really involved individuals
who went beyond this issue and got enmeshed in all sorts of supplemental issues
which are clearly illegal. I think that one of the real difﬁcult issues in regulation
, is to be able to tell the difference between those Very similar activities. As an
aside with the passage of retrospective tax legislation in Australia I think you
' 'might ﬁnd issues of that nature arising here.
In conclusion I would just like to say that problems-are always going to
be present because that is the nature of the beast. Unfortunately, even a smaii
number of people can make a fairly dramatic impact. Fantastic .amounts of
money were quoted as ﬂowing through solicitors trust accounts. A leSs than 1%
defalcation rate does not sound like very much but if you look at the millions
of dollars that are involved, its importance is evident. i always remember that
when you? talk about 1% proﬁt on turnover, as the supermarkets do in the
United States, you have to bear in mind that total proﬁt is many times that
ﬁgure for the year This means that you really have to pay a lot of attention
to avoid those losses because they have tremendous impact not only on indi-
viduals but less obviously on a host of satellite institutions.
I hope that I can prompt you to talk more broadly about the issue of
crime and the professions in this seminar. Expand it beyond the issue‘ of trust
accounts and if that is done then i have accomplished my purpose here today.
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DISCUSSION PAPER 1
Dr Robert Stein, I,I..M.. I’h.D., A.Mt2s./l.
Barrister-at-Law,
Lecturer in Law,
Sydney University Law School
It seems to me that we may be looking at the problem from thewrong
angle or even the wrong end in part. We are observing consequences and.perhaps,
not the real causes.
it may be that we should turn our attention to the Law Schools to identify
the consequences of attitudes revealed there. What are the reasons for students
entering upon legal studies: this is critical to the problem raised by the seminar
but unmentioned? The effective characteristics of some of our former number
are explained tons in the Seminar. However. many students have an unrealistic
expectation of what is to be gained from a legal education. When their expecta-
tions are not fulﬁlled, except in the very best products, some adopt the only
expedients to achieve the ends perceived.
Students often fail to comprehend both the nature of legal practice and its
burdens. at the (mtsel. They often see only the tinsel of its obvious rewards: ‘
respect. wealth and even power — to name a few. I have asked many students
'why they have embarked upon a study ofthe law: few, ifany, have said, to serve.
Almost all. including those who come from legal backgrounds, identify a com-
fortable home; an exotic car (or two) and. perhaps. even a yacht.
Most candidates will and do moderate their expectations when reality
dawns upon the horizon. Only a few achieve the full results they saw initially.
Perhaps the others become resigned to a fate of moderate success. Those around
whom the papers have focussed have greater tenacity: their results are the fruits
of the weakness inherent in the pernicious plant which has grown them and an
inability or an unwillingness to control these.
I suggest that par! of the fault lies in the system of legal education itself.
Ethics are not emphasised to a sufﬁcient degree; the defects (which are obvious)
are not curbed. One simple example: not that it, should be omitted but. all
students study Federal Constitutional Law. Few, indeed, are the suits in the
area. The expectations are raised but not set in their context. '
The first‘difficulty 'is greed (a want of ethics). The law offers an avenue
for its possible gratiﬁcation to some. Ethics do overtake some; fear of being
caught controls others; honesty and service control most. The others get through.
Greater effort. at the start, might reduce the problem at the end.
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I Dr R. Stein
The only thing which I wish to add concerned another aspect which was
touched on more particularly by Professor Haynes. One of the problems men'-
tioned, which has affected me recently, is in my capacity as the Executor for
a considerable estate and it has involved correspondence between myself and
the solicitor acting for the estate. I mention no names. The consequencehas
been a complete unwillingness or an inability on the part of the recipient of
the correspondence to answer or to respond in any way either to telephone or
memoranda, over a period of approximately two years, to requests and demands
for information. I know that the drastic step which may be taken is to proceed
to the Law Society or to the Bar Association, of which I am a member, and say
that this discourtesy is probably professionally embarrassing. There is no answer
to my remarks but l wonder how many other people suffer similar difﬁculties
to these and whether or not they have any foundation in a lack ofetiquette or
a want of plain prudence or taking on too much work. I think that these are
matters which concern a large number of people and not only those connected
with the legal profession.
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lz'tltc/ ”(MIN/luff
/\ Justice 01‘ the Peace, N.S.W.
'1 prel‘ace this submission by pointing out that it is submitted by me as
a private individual and not in my capacity as Secretary of the institute of
Criminology.
Not having seen the proposed amendments. to the Legal Practitioners /1 (t,
or the new set ot‘Trust Account Regulations forwarded by the Law Society to
the Attorney General as mentioned in Mr Garling‘s paper on p. 1‘) I feel some-
what at a loss. Nevertheless. I wish to rel‘cr to a report which appeared in The
Syd/rev tl/lorning Herald on 16 March. 1982. p. 2. “Defaults put law fund under
strain" with a sub-heading ‘Clients will get their money back ~ butsome in instal—
ments and only after a long wait‘. It contains a table which I set out hereunder:
This table. prepared by the Law Reform Commission from information
supplied by the Law Society. shows the sharp rise in recent years in amounts paid
out of the Fidelity Fund. It does .not take account of claims since June last year.
Number of
Amounts of solicitors
Number of Number of c/aitrzs holding
, Year ‘ claims solicitors paid practising
(to June 30) admitted , involved * {$ million) . certificates
1976 55 19 1.54 5.142
1977 14.5 18 (7) 1.22 5.430
1978 245 28 (12) 1.42 ‘ 5,726
1979 203 32 (11) 1.83 ' 6.064
1980 446 36 (1 1) 4.44 6.481
1981 ‘231 23 (4) 2.39 list: 7000
* The ﬁgures in brackets indicate the number 01‘ new names against. whom claims
are admitted.
There was also an accompanying column headed “When your Solicitor lets you
down".
in the above Table you will see a ﬁgure 01‘7‘000 (list) for solicitors holding
practising certificates for 1981. in the report referred to it says in relation to
Solicitors‘ Levy and the Fidelity F’und, 2nd para. “. . .and it is paid by the3,300
solicitors who have practising certiﬁcates.” The question is: “Can and will the
Law Society of New South Wales at this seminar furnish authoritative ﬁgures
giving the actual number '01' solicitors holding practising certiﬁcates for 1981/
.1982 and 1983?".
The particulars given by Mr Carling on p. 13 are somewhat sparse in con-
sidering “the extent of the problem”. 1 am puzzled about the scientiﬁc signifi-
cance for a statistician of the statement made by him on p. 13 “. . .' is minuscule"
and “. . . less than 1 cent for $100 handled.”
1n the same paper on p. 13 Mr Carling states a rough estimate of $20,000
million. 1 take it that is meant to read 20 billion dollars (using the Federal Govern-
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Incnt‘s calculations for deﬁcits based on the US. measure ofa thousand million
equals a billion, rather than the UK. measure ol'a million million equalsa billion).
It is not clear whether it is for the whole of New South Wales or Australia. How-
ever, a reliable source from the world of real property financing informs me that
the US. measure is used and $20 billion represents approximately the whole of
the housing ﬁnance for Australia in a given year, using an average of $80,000 for
the purchase of a dwellinghouse, for a rule of thumb projection of percentage of
people who would buy houses out of the total Australian population. It ought,
it seems to me, to be a matter of concern to somebody that there are not author-
itative statistics to show the flow direction of this money other than dcfalcations
by solicitors.
With regard to proposed new trust account regulations 1 would hope that a
practice that has been around since 1945 of a solicitor each week compiling an
extract of the balances from each respective trust account ledger sheet on to a
separate sheet with a debit and credit column would be a requirement similar to
“the register" requirement mentioned by Mr Carling in respect of securities and
nominee companies on p. 19. As also the person responsible for such extract
compilation, whether it is the solicitor himself or his bookecper, being registered
with the relevant trust account regulatory body.
In respect to client negligence referred to on p. 18 by Mr Garlingl assume
the sophisticated client would be fully aware of the futility of any client, until he
has had his money stolen (one way or the other) from a solicitor’s trust account,
trying to interest anyone in how a solicitor conducts his practice. Who knows,
perhaps the client thought the Fidelity Fund was a sure thing. There may even be
. others who regard it as a rich plum to be picked, and [sincerely hope they are not
presently in a client/partnership relationship with a solicitor. who agrees with them.
I support Mr l-l.C.E. Wilton’s conclusion 2 “of criminality” (p. 34). With
respect I suggest that other descriptions, reasons, excuses, etc., are simply pre-
sentence material for the court to accept or reject.
Contractural Relationship between Solicitor and Client
In recent Law Journals published work has examined the contractural
relationship between solicitor and client. There doesn’t seem to be any difﬁculty
in another contractural situation of providing for sanctions which result in a con-
viction before a stipendiary magistrate if a certain course of conduct is not ob-
served. Namely:
\
“A C! No. 44. 19 77 Landlord and Tenant (Ren tal Bonds)
S. 14 (l) A Person shall not enter into or make any contract, whether
orally, or in writing, for the purpose of or which has the effect of,
in any way, and whether directly or indirectly, defeating evading or
preventing the operation of this Act in any respect.
(2) Any contract or arrangement referred to in Subsection (1) is
void whether or not the person has been convicted under that sub-
section in respect of that contract or arrangement.
S. 16 (1) Any person who contravenes, whether by act or omission, any
provisions of this Act is guilty of an offence against this Act.
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8. I7 (I) Proceedings for offences against this Act or the Regulations
shall be disposed of in a summary manner before a court of petty
sessions held before a Stipendiary Magistrate sitting alone.”
The point is that a class of professional people not enlirely composed of
honourable persons should not be exempt from sanctions which result in a con-
viction if there is to be full protection for the public at large who seek their
services. The honourable men/women have nothing to fear or even he al'l'ronted
by if such a sanction weeds out the lesser dishonourablc creature.
Protection of People
On the subject of protection of people “Crimes against humanity“ ought
to have relevance,aﬁ)rtiari. in peacetime legal practice when clients are:
i) Brought nearer to death and further from life. and
ii) Are stripped of their money and real estate. simply because they are the
client ofa solicitor.
Actions for negligence are inadequate in these circumstances when corn-
mercial enterprise tactics are the sole motivating factor of the unscrupulous
solicitor who is “in it for the money". and “costs" are the name of the game,
rather than engaging in honourable practice: see Proceedings of the Institute of
Criminologv M). 37. White Collar Crime (No. 2) for insights into commercial
practices. Sanctions should be severe and ofa criminal nature.
Those who in fact crumot afford in their own right to be professional men
and have yielded to the temptation of approaching the practice of law strictly
as a commercial enterprise have managed over the years to bring about inversion
of the courts‘ warning to the public of caveat amp/or and “there is no equity in
the marketplace“ to mean a licence to “shovel“. “savage and maul“ their clients
on the basis 0f“there is nothing you can] do”. In truth what can a client do? The
Law Society of New South Wales, Legal Branch, will not discuss the complaint
because he is not a solicitor. but he can write. The Prothonotary l think would
refer the person to a solicitdr. The client then has the problem ofwalking in off
the street “cold" to a strange solicitor and asking him to act on his behalfagainst
another solicitor. By this time with medical expenses draining his capital. or per-
haps he hasn't a cent, he‘ is then faced with further costs. Whatever the variables
are, more likely than not he now has a double stress situation. I understand there
is authoritative statistical evidence to support the statement that where a close
relationship exists and a death occurs, the possibility during the ﬁrst three
months thereafter for the survivor to die or contract a serious illness is highest.
It should be noted that the vital period is “the first three months”. Whether a
double stress situation plus the reaction of a particular client to it could be
equated to the “death" situation l do not know.
It would perhaps be appropriate here to include the column l referred to
on the first page of this submission:
WHEN YOUR SOLICITOR LETS YOU DOWN . . .
What happens when your solicitor lets you down? Some people,
who have entrusted their life savings, are devastated, even though
  
 they are told they will be recompensed from the ﬁdelity fund.
Others. with considerable wealth and investments spread wide,
.can ride it out and write their losses off to experience.
In the middle are people like the young woman who worked for
13% years as a biochemist in a large hospital, saved her money, in-
vested it with the help of her solicitor and entered university to
study medicine.
The weak link in the chain was her solicitor. The woman claims
she lost about $120,000. Unless she gets all or most ofit back very
quickly, her hope of continuing her studies will come to nothing.
Through hard work and careful planning she now owns four pro-
perties, the house she lives1n and three others But all are mortgaged.
She had calculated that earnings from rents andinvestments would
be enough to meet her heavy mortgage commitments and keep body
and soul together over the next six years of study.
Part of her income was coming from $70,000 she had invested,
through her solicitor, at 13% per cent.
She received cheques for $787.50, drawn on her solicitor’s trust
account, every month for 16 months. Everything seemed in order.
Then the money stopped and she discovered her capital had never
been invested at all.
She partly blames herself for not getting from her solicitor the
full documentation, such as epitomes of mortgages that would con-
ﬁrm that the money had in fact been invested as she had instructed
him “My mistake was that I trusted him.”
The blow of losing this $70,000 and a further $40,000 she
claims as the proceeds of borrowing on her securities and $8,350
from the sale of properties, all owing by her solicitor, caused her
such distress and inconvenience in rearranging her affairs that she
did not sit for her ﬁrst-year medicine examinations, and has to .
repeat the year.
Now she is uncertain whether she can study this year either.
“My position is that ifI don’t get my claim paid in full by August
I‘ll have to sell my house to keep up payments on my other mort-
gages. My only choice at the moment seems to be to give up my
. studies and take ajob so that I’m earning enough to be able to renew
my mortgages to keep them going.”
She said she is at present borrowing at 20 per cent just to keep
going. “That means I’m down at least $2,000 a month, even if the
Law Society pays me interest at 13% per cent.” She is angry that the
Law Society is slow in paying out her claim on the ﬁdelity fund.
But in conversations with Law Society ofﬁcials she has been ad-
vised against haste.
“I was told that it’s in my best interest to be patient. They said
interest is payable from the time a claim is received until the time it
is admitted. But there is a delay until the claim, once admitted, is
actually paid out, and interest is not payable for that extra period.’7
She said she had been told she could eXpect part-payment ofher
claim, after it was admitted, but that the ﬁnal payment might not be
made for 18 months or more.
(The Sydney M0rningl10rald, 26 March, 1982, p. 2)
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Legal Aid and the Unprotected
The Law Foundation of New South Wales will provide legal aid providing certain
conditions are compiled with and it is a matter of public interest. That unruly
horsc ‘public interest’.
Legal Services Commission. N.S.W.: Not available at all if you are in receipt of
Social Service payments. (At least that was the position on October, .1982.)
Australian Legal Aid Office: Available in some civil matters. mostly criminal.
it is surprising the number of people who do not know the difference
between State Legal Aid ofﬁces and Australian Legal Aid ofﬁces. To them they
are one and the same thing. On many occasions over the last year or so I couldn‘t
understand the hostility when 1 suggested to some people they seek legal aid and
they informed me they had but were told by legal aid ofﬁcers they only acted in
criminal matters. Finally, 1 had occasion in a country town to send the persons
to Community Justice Centres and the Ombudsman‘s Ofﬁce suggested Legal
Services Commission N.S.W. I was stunned to learn they could not receive it
because they were on Social Service payments. That ofﬁce was very helpful,
they passed the documentation to the Sydney ofﬁce of Australian Legal Aid and
when l spoke to the ofﬁcer there he said: “Yes, they did act in some civil
matters.“ I picked up the forms. the person went back to their solicitor who was
also informed by the country representative of Australian Legal Aid. “No, Legal
aid was only available in criminal matters." She obtained legal aid from the
Sydney office or whatever. All this takes time of course and the stress factor
begins to operate.
“Justice delayed is justice denied" becomes very real in other situations.
Recently a healthy young lady of21 went swimming in a council operated swim-
ming pool. The contents of the pool damaged her eyes severely. She is recovering
from this. Whether there is permanent damage is not yet known. On telephoning
the Department of Consumer Affairs on her behalf I was told: “That is a civil
matter. Try the Health Commission.“ Finally I contacted the regional ofﬁce of
the Health Commission who said they would investigate the swimming pool. My
concern was not only for the person injured but 1 had an horriﬁc visual image of
a loving mother in heatwave conditions dunking her young baby or small child
in the swimming pool and I wondered what damage would occur to their eyes.-
Another commercial enterprise of the genre ‘White Collar Crime’? As the person
who was injured is on Social Service payments if Australian Legal Aid is not
available to her then she is going to have to wait until she obtains employment,
and then save the money to pay a solicitor for a civil action. It could take years.
Clzicanery .7
The stock answer when’a solicitor deliberately gives a client such obviously wrong
advice which he knows no other solicitor would deem possible coming from one
of his colleagues is: “I don‘t remember”, “I couldn’t have said that”. Some
clients escape intime, others do not. Needless to say costs are still payable by
the client.
a) Pleadings
The assumption by Solicitors acting for the defendant that the plaintiff‘s plead-
ings are always correct because another solicitor has issued the Summons or Writ
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can involve a client in a lot of nasty situations. The plaintiff's solicitor gets his
costs on a settlement whatever the state of his pleadings. ‘
b) Local Council
The delegation by an independent solicitor to his local council client to act on
his behalf/agent and collect his costs and disbursements on a summons issued on
behalf of his council client seems a little strange to me.
Stranger still is the activation of a local council by a newcomer ratepayer
to exercise its powers at his insistence and build a new access road because he
can deposit $5,000, $10.000 or whatever towards its cost. Nearby existing
ratepayers who have yet to build are then in real ﬁnancial and legal trouble.See
‘ “Slug" for home builder" The Western Advocate. I September, 1982.
Conveyancing .
Long gone are the days when it was considered ‘beyond the pale‘ for a
solicitor to accept procreation fees for ﬁnance. or would ﬁnd himself ‘on the
outer’ with other members of his profession if he insisted in specializing only in
conveyancing behind a moneylender’s shopfront. Conveyancing today is a highly
specialised commercial economic activity and solicitors are only part of the
‘team’ so engaged. In that situation ofproperty strategy, manipulation and
development he may or may not play a signiﬁcant part. In fact his work may
merely be of a mechanical nature. There are any number of compelling reasons
today for solicitors to give up conveyancing on a simple purchase, sale or mort-
gage. See “Conveyancing Law Reform”, The Australian Law Journal — Val. 55,
p. 117, March 1981 ; and see also Professor Peter Haynes paper (pp. 44 to 50).
Education
Ideal is the concept that those who passed through the legal educational
process will emerge not only with qualiﬁcations but transformed into a class of
persons to whom dishonour etc. is anathema. In reality it is unrealistic to expect
that one class of persons have all reached a state of human perfection in contrast
to the balance of the population. Academicand scholastic achievements accom-
panied by spirituality and using such achievements for the betterment of man-
kind is a state achieved by some. but not all. I merely offer these thoughts. '
1 can recall from the late 405 until early 1970 the changes which took
place in solicitors practice. Employment by commercial enterprise was permitted
and their loyalties then became stretched between theiremployer, the Prothono-
tary and the Law Society. Contact with others contracted. Conveyancers,
Articled Clerks and Managing Clerks disappeared from the legal scene. It was left
then to the solicitor in isolation to regulate his conduct. The “ideal” was relied
upon and what was overlooked was operation of laws of nature and the dual
nature of the human condition.
I think also legal education should be a ‘two-way street’ with the teachers
and lecturers going out at random and working with legal practitioners for short
periods every so often.  
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- Law Society of New South Wales
In an article “lncompclcncy as Misconduct" by Ted Tyler, Australia/1
Law News. Vol. 17, No. 12. p. ll. after inset there is a quotation which indicates
involvement in public relations by the Society. The projected image by it over the
years “you are inlgood hands" may not now be totally acceptable to the general
public. Perhaps before that image can be projected again it mightbe necessary to
demonstrate that “we care”. Rather than passing a resolution in support, the
Society could amend its objects and adopt: “Object 5 (l) (a) to promote,
protect. develop, maintain and improve the well-being of the people of New
South Wales'to the maximum extent possible." Community Welfare Act, 1982.
Conclusion
With apologies to W. Clifford, Director, Australian Institute of Crimino-
logy. for extracting only a few lines I conclude with his words: “If we are
divided as a society . . . then the best way is to aim for‘that costs least in terms 0'.
of human suffering", p. 20 ‘Costs and Beneﬁts in Planning Crime Prevention’;
Proceedings of the Institute of Cn'mi/wlogy, No. 52.
 . DISCUSSION
( 'lmirnmn
Mr McKillop raised a question of courses in Ethics. The N.S.W. Admission
Boards do conduct a compulsory course in Ethics. The Lecturer is appointe
d by
the Admission, Boards, and those who do not'go to the College of Law, w
here
they get a credit for it. are required to attend that course. In a recent
recom-
mendation in Victoria on the structure of their legal course as an adm
ission to .
practice, there is a compulsory segment on Legal Ethics and Trust A
ccounts. It
is a requirement throughout Australia which may be dispensed with in a nu
mber
ofjurisdictions where there is sufficient alternative training such as a College o
f
Law. As far as the N.S.W. Boards are concerned, as an admitting authority, we
impose a requirement of either attending lectures and passing the examination
in Ethics or attending an institution which carries with it a dispensatio
n by
virtue of the nature of its curriculum.
J. 0.C. Fellows, A Solicitor of the Supreme Court, N.S.W.
I am a practising solicitor and l have been in this city for 30 years and
during most of that period l have operated a trust account with my partners and
have held funds of the type which has been referred to here. There are a number
of questions which are raised by Mr Wilton's paper. in particular. I think they are
important questions and should be considered by everybody here. The ﬁrst
question is that in a community many members ofwhich regard various forms of
stealing as legitimate or even desirable (I refer to the concept, which to many
people is desirable, of the redistribution of wealth, which in actuality is a form
of stealing by taking from the rich and giving to the poor) is it reasonable to
expect that a solicitor will have higher standards of honesty than many or, in the
case of a criminal practice, most of his clients?
The second question concerns solicitors and barristers who have more con-
tact with the criminal classes than most people. How should the corruptingeffect
of these contacts on solicitors in particular be countered?
My third question is, what is the inﬂuence of the media on young solicitors’
expectations and standards of behaviour? While some solicitors and barristers are
very successful ﬁnancially and have high incomes, I feel that the majority are
fairly average earners after they have paid the expenses of running their practices.
The media tend to create the impression that a degee in law is a passport to
riches. To what extent do disappointed unreal expectations of wealth brought
on by media misinformation play a part in trust account defalcations? This point
has been adverted to briefly by Dr Stein.
On the question of cupidity, to which Mr Wilton refers, 1 would say this
' is a disease which is endemic to modem societies and it is not confined to solici-
tors. Governments pander to it. in this State we have the instantlottery. “Do you
have an itch to be rich?”. First prizes in Lotto lotteries and other forms of gamb-
ling which are designed to attract persons described by Don Scott as the “pot of
gold punters" are of such magnitude as to be beyond the capacity of most winners
to manage effectively on their own. This leads to the question: Is cupidity worse
among solicitors than, say,in the medical or accountancy profession ,‘for example?
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My tinal question is: arc the instancesofdcfraudingsolicitorsmore frequent
since theend or World War II than in the period . say, between the two World
Wars? I think some statistics based on percentages of defaulters to numbers of
practising solicitors operating trust acccounts would be instructive.
I would like to make these additional comments; I feel that one point
that should me made is that for students oflaw, who have a feeling and aptitude
for the legal profession, matters of legal ethics, which include a solicitor’s primary
obligations as far as his trust accounts are concerned, will come to be appreciated
as matters of commonsense. This is something that could be inculcated by
courses. as has been suggested. Despite any temptations to which he might from
'me to time be subjected a competent solicitor with pride in his work and pro-
ession and a proper sense of selfesteem will conduct his trust account efficiently
and honestly, including cases where he holds money for clients who themselves
may have obtained it dishonestly.
Finally. a solicitor‘s practice is a business with similar problems to most other
businesses. The aim and object of any business is to operate efﬁciently with a
maximum satisfaction to its customers or clients. Naturally this will involve not
cheating or robbing the clientele. Efﬁciency is even more important in a profession
that cannot advertise its services or can advertise them only within strict guidelines.
I would like to anwer a question which Professor Haynes has raised in his
paper on page 46 where he professes to be puzzled by Australians’ persistence in
using solicitors in mortgage transactions. I think he should know that the answer
to that question is that solicitors do not, or are not supposed to,charge brokerage
fees, which is a great saving to their clients.
H. C. E. Wilton
I have found that some of the solicitors I have dealtwith who have contacts
with criminals, particularly in the drug related crimes, have,whether willingly or
unwillingly involved themselves with their clients in those crimes particularly in
the laundering of moneys through their trust account. It is quite easy for moneys
that have been obtained illegally to be brought to a solicitor and exchanged for
a trust account cheque and a ﬁctitous transaction entered on the trust account
records, such as the purchase ofa non-existing property.
Another question that Mr Fellows raised was the effect the media has on
the encouragement of spending. I suppose the effect ofthe media in this regard
would apply to most people, not only solici'tiors, but solicitors may have more
opportunity with the funds that are available to them, if they feel so inclined,
say to buy an exotic motor car or even a yacht.
l Mr Fellows mentioned greed and cupidity and whether this is more prevalent
amongst solicitors than other professional people. Surely that is probably some-
thing that applies to every person whether he' is professional or not if he is so in-
clined. As Mr Fellows mentioned the incidence of gambling in this State, and
indeed throughout Australia is very prevalent and could apply to any person or
any profession, but, again, as one of the points made previously solicitors do
have the opportunity because of the funds which are under their sole control.
The mediéal profession, of course, have also been involved in all sorts of schemes
to defraud the government with fictitious medical claims for servicesnot rendered.
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"Accountants themselves are not completely unhlamcworthy in this regard. 'l‘hcre
have been Some notable instances of accountants involved in the receivership field
absconding with large sums of money. It depends to a large extent on the iridi-
vidual and the funds that he has available for his own use iflrc feels so inclined.
W._ Clifford, Director, Australian Institute ofCriminology
The discussion has been mainly on trust accounts and fraud, and with a
little on white collar crime and ehicanery: but if I interpret the feelings correctly
the concern is what to do about the few bad eggs that one will find in almost
any basket. ‘
Professor Haynes widened that concept so that he warned us that our bad
eggs might not be all that few, particularly if you bear in mind the fact the ones
that are caught are possibly the unsuccessful ones. In her comment Ethel Bohnhoff
has raised the much more disturbing question of how we protect the public. and
that is really the purpose of these seminars.
Crime is not a very respectable subject to talk about amongst develop-
mental econ‘omists. social planners, bankers. architects. and lawyers. Yet it is in
this kind of milieu that some of the most damaging crimes might well occur,
because here we have to try to deal with the enormous amount of white collar
and corporate crime which is affecting people much mere than crime in the
streets at this present moment. The model of self regulation by lawyers and
doctors is very important for society. We must direct our attention to the Codes
of ethics based upon the model given us by lawyers and doctors because we are
also drawing up Codes of ethics for all kinds of other groups like the police. the
correctional ofﬁcers, the accountants, and a number of others; and always the
model is the way in which the lawyers and the way in which the doctors have
been able to regulate their own affairs and to implement standards of conduct.
_ But more serious than this is the fact that we have discovered by experience
that we cannot hope ever to control corporate crime by law because when we
try to do so. and 1 am sure Professor Haynes has some experience of this, what
we are really doing is building two bureaucracies. We build a bureaucracy in the
government to try and control the corporations, and then another bureaucracy
in the corporations trying to deal with the bureaucracy in the government. and
usually the consumer pays for both bureaucracies either through taxes or through
prices. There is an exploitation going on in one way or another which is really
beyond the effective control of the law as we know it, and which probably can
only be reached by some sort of combination of law and self regulation. It brings
us back to what the lawyers and the doctors have been able to achieve so far,
and if we can get more information about what has been done'and if we can see. '
where the gaps are and if we can decide exactly how we can improve what is
.being done for doctors and lawyers this will have an immense effect, not only
on those professions. but throughout the whole system.
I would like to add some proposed answers to a couple of the questions
raised by Mr Fellows. He asks when stealing is so respectable in so many ways,
whether you call it the redistribution of wealth or whatever it may be, are these
solicitors so different? No, they are noti but they are the ones who make the laws.
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The second question he asked was do they suffer from their contact with
offenders? That is a very good question. but if it affects the lawyers it also
affects the police, the correctional officers and a lot of other people, so maybe
what we are really talking about is that the criminals may not be so different
from ordinary people.
Julian Disney. Part—time Commissioner. N.S.W. Law Reform Commission
I am afraid I was not here at the beginning of Kim Garling’s speech, so I
am not sure to what extent he expressed in cold dollars and cents the enormity
of the problem we are facing. If he did it would bear some repitition I think.
New South Wales has the worst record in this area in the common law
world. If you take it on the basis of defalcations per head of solicitor it is six
times as bad as the record in the United Kingdom and the position is not getting
any better. In fact, you could argue that it is getting worse. It is an enormous
problem audit is one in which we have a particular responsibility in this State
to look to our lanrels.
I must confess I have been somewhat disappointed at the extent to which
the discussion so far today has been long on generalities and short on speciﬁcs.
There has been a request from Mr Justice Mahoney, and Mr Clifford for more
information on the topic. There is, in fact. a considerable amount of information
in a Discussion Paper1 which the New South Wales Law Reform Commission
published about 18 months ago, and there will be further information in the
Commissioner‘s ﬁnal Report on the topic later in the year. Nevertheless, there is
a need for yet more information, and I must say I was heartened to hear what
Mr Justice Mahoney said, because our Commission is about to deliver to the
Law Society a number of detailed requests for more information in this area and
in relation to the Indemnity Insurance Scheme. I hope that the Society’s response
will be co-operative.
I would like to suggest very briefly some of the steps which could be
taken to improve the present position. Each of the measures to which I shall
refer is considered in detail in the Discussion Paper which I have mentioned.
Firstly, I think we need to increase the level of solicitors’ contributions to
the Fidelity Fund from which reimbursements of the profession’s defalcations
are made.2 There was a substantial increase in those contributions last year, and
I hope that increase will be maintained, But even with that increase, the total
amount contributed by solicitors only comprises about 20% of the Fidelity
Fund. The remainder is. in a sense, public money; it comes from the Statutory
Interest Account, which is interest earned on clients” money deposited in Solici-
tors‘ Trust Accounts.3 In return for their contribution of 20%, the solicitors get
a tremendous benefit from this Fund; especially by avoiding the erosion of their
Solicitors’ TrusrAccotm rs and the Solicitors 'Fidelity Fund (Discussion Paper No. 6, 198] ).
For the level of contributions up to 1981, see Discussion Paper No. 6. pp. 167-168.
Broadly similar Fidelity Funds exist elsewhere in Australia and some overseas jurisdic-
tions (e.g. New Zealand and England). Generally speaking the proportion of the Fund
which is contributed by solicitors is lower in other parts of Australia, and higher ovc r-
seas. than in New South Wales.
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prdfessional reputation. and ol~ a very lucrative section of their business which
might result if del‘alcations were not reimbursed. I question whether the amount
ol‘ public money which is devoted to this end at the moment can be justiﬁed.
But. more importantly. I think that if solicitors had to pay a heavier share of this
burden of reimbursing det'alcations, we might see more vigorous action from the
Law Society because it would feel less impeded by the conservative attitudes of
its members in trying to reduce some of the problems.
In particular. we might see a tightening up of some of the Society‘s ethical
rules. Until pressure was exerted in recent years by our Commission. and by the
Court of Appeal to some extent, the rules in relation to borrowing from clients
were quite clearly inadequate. The rules in relation to acting for both parties in
conveyancing transactions continue to be inadequate and are much laxer than
those in England. for example. A few years ago there was a government enquiry
into sharp practices in property development. It found that in every case there
was a solicitor acting for both parties in all the conveyancing work.
If the level of solicitors‘ contributions had been higher in the past, we
might have seen a tougher approach from the Law Society in relation to solicitors
transferring monies from their trust account without rendering a bill, i.e. trans-
ferring money on account of costs. Eventually there has been a Court of Appeal
judgment on this point and the Law Society is now moving to take action which
should have been taken some years ago. We might also have seen a greater con-
centration on negligence within the profession; as many people have pointed
out. most of the solicitors who end up dishonest started by being negligent.
Secondly, I think we need to tighten up controls on trust accounts. Measures
for that purpose were suggested in great detail in our Commission’s Discussion
Paper. The Law Society has now responded to some extent to those proposals
but there is need, for example. either for an annual audit of solicitors trust
accounts to be introduced or for the present annual inspection by an accountant
to be made more rigorous. There is a need also for clients to be sent'quarterly
statements of account concerning moneys held on trust for them by solicitors.
I doubt whether audits. accountants’ inspections, or inspections by the Law
_Society. are going to be sufﬁcient. But if we also involve clients in surveillance
of their own trust moneys. bearing in mind that many of the clients who lose
money from defalcations by solicitors are people who are broadly familiar with
ﬁnance and will be able to understand statements of account that are sent to
them, then I think we have got a better chance of detecting problems.
Thirdly. I suggest that we need to think very deeply about limiting the ex-
tent to which particular people can claim from the Fidelity Fund. It has been
regarded in the past as somewhat of a cornucopia, or bottomless pit, by the Law
Society. [ think that that attitude which, of course, in some ways is laudable,
needs to be reconsidered. The Fund consists largely of money from the Statutory
Interest Account, which otherwise could go to legal aid or a number of other
worthy causes. At present, the total amount paid out by the Fund each year
exceeds, for example. the total cost of the regulatory activities of the Bar Asso-
ciation and the Law'Soeiety. As Kim Carling has pointed out, the clients who
are losing money through defalcations are often negligent. Some of them are
engaging in moneylending at highly speculative interest rates and then getting
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from the Fund a very safe form of security, in a sense, for their investments.
I think we need to consider very seriously putting a limit on the proportion of
the Statutory Interest Aecount4 which can be allocated to the Fidelity Fund. a
limit on the amount which can he paid out in relation to defalcations by any
one solicitor. and the limit on the amount which can be paid out to any one
claimant. Vast sums of money could be saved in that way each year. Certainly
it would cause hardship. But it must be borne in mind that much hardship of
this kind is caused to people who entrust money to people other than solicitors,
in relation to whom there is no equivalent to the Fidelity Fund. Also the intro-
duction of strictlimits on payments from the Fund might induce the Law Society,
and the profession generally to take more rigorous action to put its house in
order whereas at present the need for that house to be put in order is hidden
because of the bottomless pit of the Fidelity Fund.
I will conclude with two general points. The ﬁrst is that the Law Society
should be taking more of the initiative, rather than merely responding to Law
Reform Commission proposals or Court of Appeal judgments. I add, however,
that I make that criticism with a certain difﬁdence when the audience includes
some leaders of the profession who. in fact, personally have made a considerable
effort to improve the situation. Butl am afraid that t0.some extent they have to »
bear the criticisms which must be directed ,at the Society as a whole. Often it
is the leaders who are well aware of the need for change but feel constrained by
their rank and ﬁle. Of course, that conﬂict is inherent in the dual role the Law
Society plays as both the regulator of the profession in the public interest, and
the professions own trade union. That brings me to my final point, which is
that the problems which we are having in this area, as in many other areas of
regulation of the legal profession, highlight the need for public participation
both on the Councils of the Law Society and the Bar Association and on some
more independent, continuing monitory body to keep up the pressure for
change which has developed over the last few years.
David Nelson, Barrister-at-Law
My father was a solicitor and so was my grandfather. I served ﬁve years
articles. was a principal and senior partner for ten years and was called to the
Bar about thirteen years ago. I have carefully watched solicitors all my life and
I watched my own trust account for that ten years.
In answer to Julian Disney's valid points I would like to say that I think
a 20% contribution is not signiﬁcant. The solicitors trust .account system is a
formal financial intermediary. The efforts of the solicitors themselves and of
their staff and all connected with that enterprise all constitute the means where-
by those funds are accumulated. so in a general equitable sense, i.e. not a legal
equitable sense, they at least contribute to the existence of those funds in their
particular location in the same way that a bank, which is another form of ﬁnan-
cial intermediary contributes That is not to say that the premiums should be
not increased thatIS a practical matter but it should not be forgotten that there
are many more aspects than one
4. In recent years. approximately one-half of the Account has been allocated to the Fidelity
l’und. about one-third to legal aid. and the remainder to the Law Foundation of New
South Wales and the College of Law. (Soc Discussion Paper. No. 6, p. 163). '
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Years ago transfer on account of costs was automatic notwithstanding
whatever the rules may have technically been. ()ne of the great exigencies of
practice is the Friday morning transfer lists so that the staff can get paid. There
is a severe technical difficulty in regulating cash ﬂows in certain types ofpractice,
and I would think it quite inefficient to postpone any right to claim any funds
at all until after judgment which may take 4% years when the cost of all the '
labour that has gone on may amount to $10,000. Yet to render a bill which is
technically .valid. even at halfway point is to add enormously in the costs in-
.volved. as sending bills can in real terms be as much as 10 or 15% of the entire
operation. so one has to have a very intelligent appreciation of what is going on.
It is probably much better to regulate in some detail the amount of transfers
that can take place. rather than to have a system which is going to be lost sight
of or going to be deliberately evaded 'because it is an economic impossibility in
many practices.
My most joyous recent connection with an attorney was on the telephone.
I didrft know him and (in order to get some‘idea who he was so that we might
get some common ground) I asked: “What sort of a solicitor are you?" and he
replied: “Oh, I am a criminal solicitor but I haven't been caught yet.” I think
this really illustrates that every one of us when we were attorneys were very
conscious of these problems, and one is very conscious of it when you see a
fellow attorney at the race track too often or you begin to hear rumours. I have
watched attorneys as a result for many years and have been one myself and
watched over a trust account for 10 years.
'I think the real question in this area are ofa general nature. Questions such
as taking human beings as they are, can anything be done about these problem
areas? If it can be done why wasn’t it done sooner, and what should be done
now? If we can solve the trust account problem and gain the insights from that
area, then I think we will solve a lot of other problems on the way through.
There have been in this State excellent positive audit systems in relation to trust
account moneys that l have been personally acquainted with and they have been
operating for more than 20 years. They would have provided exemplars for the‘
Law Society in trust account regulation had the Law Society or members of the
Law Society bothered to look. Not mentioned today, but pointed to by Julian
Disney is the fact that we do not rely upon modern interdisciplinary insights.
Svstem Analysis
The techniques of system analysis and system design capable of substanti-
ally reducing trust account risks have been available and practical for at least two
decades. Practical use of a computer in conjunction with systems has been avail-
able for at least two decades.
My opinion is that the non-use of such techniques has been a matter of
more or less conscious choice on the part of the authorities.
'The following are some principal features ofjust one such manual system
or technique:
1. Multiple forced choice mortgage instruction document with initial boxes
and a'narrative section for atypical. instructions. to be in standard form
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and to be the ﬁrst document to appear in a standard mortgage register so
designed that it could, in multiple copy form, become part of the basis of
an outside audit system.
2. A mortgage register designed on a box and list systcm'having promptcr/
reminder features and audit provisions of the self proving type.
3. A manual instant entry copywriter trust account system with provision
for cross reference to other systems.
There are still hundreds if not thousands of solicitors whose handwritten
trust account ledger-s are ordinarily six weeks behind, that is to say, the
entries made on the ledger card or folio follows about six weeks behind the
prime entry in the receipt book. These ﬁrms still settle by looking up their
account receipt books and deposit books and counting the days since
banking.
4. A c0mpulsory cheque settlement sheet cum voucher system a copy of
which should go into the deeds register, a copy of which should go by
certified mail to the client and a copy to the Law Society for use in con-
nection with a computer checking system. -
5. Automatic random positive verification by computer which produces an
audit interrogatory posted to the client and which is fed back into the
computer when received back. This audit in terrogatory could be addressed
both to the solicitor and to the client.
6. A short system of training of a compulsory nature for those experienced
girl clerks who usually make the en tries for solicitors. They will then know '
what is expected of both themselves and their employers. Such clerk
should certify that the mortgage register folio has been correctly entered
and that the procedures in a manual have been fully followed out.
7. The Law Society should make itself responsible for the design of standard
stationery which should be sold to the profession as well as promoting the
requisite training in clerks and members of the profession. .
Approaches of this sort towards the solving of common problems should'
not be thought of as another manifestation of dominance but rather should be
thought of as being the means for a profession to discharge its responsibilities
to the public efficiently. I do not have any doubt that more sophisticated systems
can be derived for firms using more complex recording and accounting equip-
ment. There is also no reason why small practitioners could not club together to
form a service company and probably no reason why the Law Society could not
operate a general service corporation for individual practitioners. ‘
The solicitors and trust fund mortgage market is the only one which offers
fixed term interest money (pay interest only during the term) at reasonable
market rates. It is a unique phenomenon and could by intelligent adaptive co-
operative efforts be greatly improved. .
lf something could be done about the ad valorem duty chargeable on the
transfer of mortgages as distinct from their creation the Law Society could in
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the fullness of time set up a corporation to act as a second market for securities
and in turn provide a haven for that class of solicitor’s money which is not in
mortgageable parcels. '
Why isn’t it done? I think it is not done because lawyers have a certain
cast of mind. You see the job of a lawyer classicly is to take into account all of.
the facts which are affecting his client and deal with them. Ab initio, he ascertains
those which are constant, decides on those little facts which he can manipulate
and bring about a result. This means that a lawyer, and we are all of that ilk, has
a lilliputian view of mankind, and I think that narrows the cast of mind. it does
not make it easy for solicitors sitting in a committee to think creatively. People
in committee don’t like people who have practical experience and think creatively
because they represent a power threat. The lawyers who do have creative minds
are simply not availed of by the power structures. I think that those lawyers who
do have the combination ol~ experience and creativity of mind in this special area
ought to be made use of by Law Reform Commissions amongst others.
Somebody spoke about new trust account regulations. 1 have not heard
even the slightest mention of what even those regulations may contain. How are
we to possibly know whether they are going to be any good or not or an advance?
I think the structures of the profession and the leaders of the profession ought
to take very great heed of that shocking situation.
K. Carling
Firstly I would hate it to be assumed by my silence that I agree with my
colleague Mr Disney but I do not propose to canvass those issues at this stage.
As to what Mr Nelson said I think three issues are very relevant.
One is the question of transfer of costs. I would not like it to be thought
that either l or my colleagues on the Society would approve a system of transfer '
of costs without rendering a bill in any circumstances, or that we have ever
approved such a system. I think we concur with the decision of Mr Justice
Helsham in 1974 which since I have been involved has been seen as the law on
the position.
Secondly, one of the lucky jobs I get from time to time in my capacity as
Deputy Chairman of the Complaints Committee is that I review, as do all the
members of the Complaints Committee, the Trust Account lnspectors’ Reports
and I would not like to see a suggestion that the copywriter system is by any
means perfect or by any means solves the problems as do any other systems.
What is happening in relation to computers. is that a standard programme is
being written and some suggestion that may be considered is whether it could
be mandatory or not.
In relation to the Trust Account Regulations the Committee that drafted the
new Trust Account Regulations was certainly not a lawyer only committee. It
comprised some lawyers, a management consultant,and a number ofaccountants,
as well as I think the Auditor-General for this State either asa member or as a
commentator on those regulations. '
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Ji )lm Has/cu. Ba rrister—a t - Law
The ﬁrst point I wish to make is to note for the record that, from my ex—
perience of these seminars. the attendance for this one is lower than i have
'knmvn in the past. When I looked at the first papers and saw the concentration
on trust accounts I thought that that might be part of the reason. Liven if that is
seen to be a dry topic I think from the ﬁgures that Julian Disney and others
have given it is obviously one of some importance. 1 think it is a matter of con-
cern that criminality within the legal profession is not a topic of more interest
to members of the profession. But, of course, I don't make that comment in
relation to anybody here.
There have been several comments that prevention is better than cure, and
that part of the question of prevention lies in teaching of ethics to law students.
I have done that for some years. so perhaps I could say that there do seem to me
to be a couple of misapprehensions about that. Dr Stein notes on page 55 that
few if any of his students believe that they are going into the profession to serve.
It seems to me that perhaps his students have a more honest approach to the
profession than those practitioners who still uphold the myth of altruistic service
of the public. Insofar as people think of the teaching of ethics as the inculation'
of that myth they are merely propogating hypocrisy and I am opposed to any
ethics course which indulges in that kind ofpropogation of hypocrisy because I
believe it is counter-productive in terms of what this group would want to
achieve. It is necessary and highly desirable to teach students about the profes-
sion they are to enter. The course that I was involved in at the University of New
South Wales avoided the word ethics in its title quite deliberately because there
does seem to be some misunderstanding about what ethics includes. However,
to the extent that we do think of ethical principles we tend to think of them as
regulation of the interests of the profession within the profession, and it is im-
portant that students understand the laws and practices governing their pro-
fession. both those outside as well as within. There is a grave danger that many
of the students will think that you are teaching disgraceful and dishonourable
conduct if you tell them to abide by the rules of the profession, and I am not
being entirely facetious. I think that many students who have been to court will
ask you very seriously why the profession upholds a rule that requires a solicitor
to be' present when a barrister is presenting a case and why is that not just an
exorbitant waste of money for the client. My only response to that, both from
practice and from theory, is that it is very hard to answer that question. I note’
that it is not only the professional rules which uphold that sort of practice, it is
also the judiciary themselves. Many barristers who are quite happy to appear in
the lower courts without an instructing solicitor will tell their solicitors: “Please
come along if we go to the Supreme Court or the High Court because thejudgcs
like it‘." That rule is often waived by the profession in the lower courts. The
problem is when it is put into operation,'in my view without there being any
justification for a solicitor there. but both barrister and solicitor are silent in
relation to need if that is questioned by the client, and overcharging and exploit-
ation of clients is very close to criminality in some respects. So, in my view,
a critical course of the profession and the laws governing it and greater attention
paid by the profession to the effect of rules which have been criticised recently
by the New South Wales Law Reform Commission, might well be a serious edu-
cational venture if the profession were prepared to undertake those reforms and
encourage critical education.
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MrJuinr'l' I).l.. Ala/Inner
One of the lhings that l have noticed lln'oughoul the discussion] is that
with one exception nobody has talked about the kind of specifics that Mr Wilton
mentioned and that I suggested in my paper, and I wondered why this was so.
Reference has been made to the generality of rules and.regulations; how trust
accounts are to be kept, how they are to be audited, whether monthly or quart-
erly or whatever; and what is to be done by the profession as a whole. The
purpose of my comment, andI suspect one of the things underlying Mr Wilton’s
comment .although I don‘t speak for him, is to suggest that we really have got
to look at this from the other end.
We have in New South Wales something of the order of 9000 solicitors in
practice. The number who default in any particular year would be of the order
of three or four. That as a percentage of 9000 you can calculate. That means
that the other 8996 solicitors don‘t do anything wrong. It follows from that that
if you are imposing upon them the cost and expense and trouble that ultimately
flows to the client no doubt, of complying with the generality of rules and regu-
lations on the face of it you are doing it for no purpose. Of course, the purpose
you are doing it is because it is assumed you have no better way of catching a
0.04 per cent of people who default each year. The thrust of what some speakers
have said at this seminar is that surely it is about time that we had a look to see
whether having examined the details of who defaults and why, we can't deal
with that kind of defaulter without the immense cost and burden on the other
8900 and odd solicitors. If the only way that we can think of to deal with and
prevent and regulate the two or three solicitors each year who default is be
telling 9000 people you have got to go to this and this expense and this trouble,
it is rather like the man who watered the elephant with a bucket. There must be
an easier and better way of doing it!
The suggestion was that we ought to have looked at what is in fact happen-
ing and see whether it can be done a better way, notjust enunciate slogans. Let
me again give you an instance. I was prompted to ask Mr Wiltonbecause of his
courtesy and kindness in examining these 75 cases whether it was correct to say,
as I think he did, that the most commonly taken funds in defalcation are from
moneys left with solicitors for investment on mortgage he said “most common
by far". He agrees with me that that is correct. That I think is an interesting fact,
of the 75 cases he examined 31% (roughly 1/3rd) consisted of cases of that kind,
i.e. one third of all defaults in that 75 consisted of solicitors who given moneys
to invest on mortgage made off with them in some way. Surely if we are going to
deal with something of this kind we ought to look at those precise cases and see
what Mr Wilton with his experience can say were the procedures which would
have prevented that happening. Surely the procedures that are speciﬁc for that
kind of defalcation wouldn‘t be terribly hard to find;yet what we do is to talk
in generalities about trust accounts, and regulations, and what the government is
doing. and so on. If we succeeded in dealing with 31% of cases by some practical
expedient I think we would have done a very useful thing and my suggestion is
that we ought now to direct our attention to speciﬁcs of this kind.
May I add one other comment. I do hope that when Mr Disney’s papers
are provided they are one of the increasingly small group of papers that are
distributed amongst interested members of the Bench. We seem to be getting, for
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some reason that l don't understand. access to less and less ol~ them as a matter
of course these days.
.lolm Slur. Legal Correspondent. The Sl't/Ht’)’ Morning Hem/(I
At the risk of introducing yet another generality I wouldn’t like to leave
unmentioned one thing which 1 was surprised to find untouched so far in the
discussion. It relates to sanctions. and it’s the ﬁrst thing that occurred to me as I
read the papers before this seminar.
Reporting the instances of defalcation is one of the most difﬁcult areas for
a newspaper. for all sorts of reasons. not the least ofwhich is the extraordinary
efforts which seem to be taken to prevent the newspapers from learning about
such cases. I am a great believer in the efficacy of publicity as a deterrent and I
think it is a generally understood precept in the whole of the criminal justice
system that it does operate that way. that publicity is effective to deter. In this
particular area its effectiveness seems to be greatly diminished. and the organs
responsible for the regulation of lawyers are the ones chieﬂy to blame. A wide
range of people contact me with complaints about lawyers. I think that their
perception ‘of the legal profession is bound to be entrenched in its lack of trust,
its disillusionment and its cynicism unless there is greater publicity of those
cases where defalcations do occur. I think it is all very well to focus on. as
Mr Justice Mahoney has suggested, “the reasons why” but I think it doesn‘t matter
whether it is greed or something else. That is purely irrelevant. Perhaps there is
something to be gained from understanding the mechanisms of the way trust
accounts operate and then introducing mechanisms to make it harder to delal-
cate. But l do think that there is some merit in adopting a general approach as
well. by making it more certain that publicity will be given to defalca‘tors. That
could be done in two ways, ﬁrstly. by making the proceedings of the Statutory
Committee more open. I won‘t go into the way thejudgmentsofthatCommittee
are presented, I will leave that to the Court of Appeal. They have had enough to
say on that recently. But there could be an improvement in the flow ofinform-
ation about these cases when they occur. The second way could be by annual
reports or similar publications to give an indication of what is being done at the
lower levels of misfeasance in the profession, on which there is precious little
information. I think greater publicity in this area would serve both to deter, as
well as to keep the public informed, as it should be. '
Char/cs Goldberg, A Solicitor of the Supreme Court. N.S.W.
l have practised for a number of years as a solicitor. lnitially l practised
predominantel-y as a commercial lawyer but I would say that in the last four or
ﬁve years lhave tended to work more in the criminal sphere, and I feel that 1 am
in a position to indicate to this body how it feels to associate (as the word was
suggested) with members of the criminal element. Let me assure you, without
any doubt whatsoever. association with somebody charged with 'a crime does
not bring upon the individual representing that person any taint. If there is going
to be any taint or means of persuading the representative to indulge in behaviour
of a criminal basis, then that is going to be there to start off with ~ it is not by
virtue of acting. '
I have been somewhat astonished for a number of years that there has not
been a register whereby every mortgage is registered with the Law Society, and
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that a further means of protection hc ohlainml hy furnishing”: causing lo he
required some notiﬁcation similar perhaps to that presented to a council or a
hudy corporate when one purchases a home unit or when a transfer is effected.
It strikes me that it would not be difﬁcult for some new legislation to be passed
requiring not only that the mortgage be registered with the Law Society with .
notiﬁcation of who the borrower is and who the lender is, of whether or not
such mortgage is to be registered and if so as a ﬁrst or second mortgage. Notiﬁ-
cation then could be also incorporated whereby the borrower an'dthe lender
would be required to advise the society when such mortgage has been discharged.
A simple check could then be imposed by virtue of some co-operation with the
Registrar General so that in the case of a registered security notiﬁcation when
such. mortgage was discharged could also be furnished so that one would get a
cross check in respect of any advances being made by a solicitor.
1 would tend to oppose that suggestion by Julian Disney of further in-
creases in the Fidelity Fund particularly in the light of the papers. Mr Justice
Malloney has indicated that for these few members of the profession who have
been found guilty of such offences it does appear that we are starting to use a
very big stick for something that doesn’t require it. I would suggest that the
means that I have indicated of registering any such advances to clients and the
co-operation of clients would obviate the necessity for such a big stick being
waved. When it comes to talking about a further increase of the 20% of the
Fidelity Funds it should be realised that every practising solicitor is, in effect,
a businessman. It is the overheads that are causing many solicitors to ﬁnd great
strain in conducting practices and that leads to temptation. After all, when we'
have a seminar discussion “Crime and the Professions : The Legal Profession”
the one thing that we must stamp out is temptation. If there is going to be more
pressure put on members of the legal profession by virtueof increasing over-
heads it is going to cause very grave consequences.
One other aspect that also gave me some concern was that dealing with
the example I noted in Ethel Bohnhoft’s paper of the lady with the four proper-
ties for the purposes of continuing such studies. I have vague thoughts that that
particular individual might be known to me. I can at least give a comparable
example of somebody in a similar situation who went to a solicitor who was sub-
sequently struck off the rolls and is presently serving a sentence. That person
contacted me at the time seeking funds through a ﬁnance company and indeed
I was able to arrange an advance at a lower interest rate. She then went back to
the other solicitor so that was that. However, it did seem strange to me reading
that paper that here is somebody with four properties and is dealing with a
solicitor and is very. very conscious of what rents and what interest rates are
being paid and yet she is. according to that paper, seeking almost a total refund
from the Fidelity Fund. That seems to encourage the view that has been pre-
sented at this seminar that one must involve the client, and there is no reason
why a client who is certainly dealing in property to thatextent could not keep
a check herself and certainly obviate the necessity for increased claims or bring
towards the controlling bodies notiﬁcation if she has any fears of defalcation.
lithe] Balmh()ff
This is a question directed to Mr Julian Disney and I might have misunder~
stood'what he said — i.e. that solicitors paid 20% into the Fidelity Fund and that
80% is funded by whom?
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Julian Disney
The Statutory Interest Account, i.e. interest earned on clients money in
solicitors~ trust accounts, so if it is anyones money, it is the clients‘ money.
lit/rel Bohnhoff
It is a kind of public money to that extent, albeit it is only aclass ofpublic.
That alters my question. I was going to ask if 80% was paid out of public money
why the information and that, data that you can‘t seem to get your hands on
from anybody, is not made public.
The public shouldn’t be supporting solicitors in conveyancing andinvesting
activities where there are defalcations. Solicitors would be better off to get rid of
conveyancing altogether. Why should the public pay 80% ofthis fund whether it
is interest on moneys or not simply to allow people to commit crime?
Julian Disney
Basically I agree with what Ethel Bohnhoff has said. Mr Goldberg referred
to the danger of increasing solicitors’ contributions too much and thus leading to
high overheads and perhaps a greater likelihood of sharp practices in order to
earn the money to pay the contributions. But it is important to remember that if
one were to increase the percentage of solicitors contributions from 20% to 40%
of the Fund's income. we are only talking about another $300.00 a year. it is _'
not a large sum of money, and is tax deductible.
I agree of course, as I said before. with Mr Justice Mahoney’s call for
specific information and proposals. Our Discussion Paper does have a consider-
able amount of information about the causes of defalcations. And we did make
particular suggestions in particular areas; for example, special measures in relation
to sole practitioners. In relation to the mortgage register which Mr 'Goldberg
suggested. and in relation to particular action about nominee companies and
private ﬁnance companies, the Law Society has either fully accepted what we
said in our Discussion Paper'or has moved to some extent in that direction.
Mr Nelson said that he would like to see a copy of the Trust Account
Regulations which the Law Society is proposing, so that he could have an
opportunity to comment on them. l regret that it is sometimes hard for even
the Law Reform Commission or the Attorney-General‘s Department to get ade-
quate advance notice of regulations or rules being proposed by the Society. But
in relation to the Trust Account Regulations, our Discussion Paper, published in
198.1. includes a full copy of the Society’s proposed regulations (which have
been slightly amended since then) and of an alternative set of draft regulations
which were prepared at our suggestion by Parliamentary Counsel.
Terence Hadley, Barrister-at-Law
This question is addressed to Mr Carling. What percentage of defaulting
practitioners who come within the province of the Legal Practitioners Act are
prosecuted each year by the police for criminal acts. and is there a percentage of
practitioners who are treated only as professional miscreants rather than as
criminals?
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I presume you are talking lils‘lly about those solicitors who perhaps are
guilty of a default in relation to their trust account, not those solicitors who
may be found guilty of prolessional misconduct which is an entirely different
concept. In relation to those it is the Law Society's policy to pursue the prose-
cution to the extent that it is able and that is by making available to the fraud
squad as soon as it can all the information that it has available on that particular
default. Then it is up to the police and the fraud squad. We have no control over
them whatsoever. Perhaps the only example I could give you in recent times is i .
Eugene Daly who confessed to having helped himself to some funds the day
after Melbourne Cup Day, November 1981 , and was in gaol pre-Christmas 1982.
But I can’t give you detailed ﬁgures.
Charles Goldberg
There was one other matter that I did not mention before and that was
this question of cost transfer. I must confess that I am very ignorant in this ﬁeld
in the sense that I have known it not to be unusual for a client to be requested
to furnish $100 or $200 on account of costs and disbursements. It is well known,
for example. when acting on a purchase ofa property one might spend anything
from $60 to $100 in sending out statutory enquiries and for title searches, so
there may well be an additional $l00 that the client has been requested to send
prior to the actual transaction being completed. I was of the mind, certainly
before attending this seminar. that it would have been quite proper to transfer
that $100 by virtue of the cost aspect prior to the settlement being affected, and
I would be obliged if a member of the panel might indicate if that sort of act is
indeed in contradiction of the terms under which a practitioner is entitled to
transfer such a fee.
K. Carling
I would like to thank everyone for their comments. It is very difﬁcult when
you get very closely involved in areas such as this to be able to sit back and see
how other people see it. and for that reason. if'for no other, the comments
tonight have been exceptionally helpful to me.
In relation to some general comments that Julian Disney made I would
hope that he" wasn‘t implying, and I trust that he wasn’t. that there was a lack of
co-operation from those of us who are involved at the Law Society, particularly
in relation to a comment to a request for further ﬁgures on the Fidelity Fund.
They are already underway and will be prepared and will be available as soon as
possible and that is a policy that has certainly been followed since I have been
involved in that area.
In reply to Mr Goldberg’s question as to transfer of costs I think a careful
reading of the judgment in Stewart and Strevins would answer you fairly simply
but it is a question of authority to transfer money out of trust. There is also the
related question ofwhether you have to put it into trust account in the ﬁrst place.
This has not been touched on at this seminar because it is a little difﬁcult and
that is the question of s. 41, sub-section 3, ofthe Lew/Practitioner’sAct. Sufﬁce
it to say the prudent practitioners don’t generally take advantage of that section.  
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Julian Disney commented that New South Wales was six times worse than
anywhere else in the Western world; Victoriamight have picked their game up,
but those of you who read the Melbourne Ag' every morning assiduously would
have discovered that the figure in Victoria for the 8-year period is almost identi-
cal to that in New South Wales -- just some $300,000 less. .
And secondly, I wish to repeat that comment that I made at the very start
of the seminar and in my paper, that the only figures we have on default are
those ﬂowing from the Fidelity Fund. They are not necessarily 100% accurate
because there are other defaults and there are other issues involved. They are the
only ﬁgures we have, and when treating the New South Wales figures in compari-
son to other ﬁgures you must bear in mind the standards which we apply and
the ability that the Fidelity Fund Committee has here to make its own indepen-
dent determination of dishonesty. That affects those ﬁgures drastically and i
would very much venture to suggest that that is one reason why the Fidelity
Fund ﬁgures are higher than in‘other States, and certainly in other countries in
the world.
Chairman
Mr Basten expressed regret that this was not a better attended seminar.
It is. perhaps. not as well attended as some of those we have had in the past. But
on the other hand there may be some basis for drawing some comfort from that,
inasmuch as there has not been demonstrated quite that degree of community
or public disquiet that has been manifested in the subjects of some of our
previous seminars. I should like to add, moreover, that the quality of those'
pet‘sons who are here and those who have spoken has been uniformly,l think, the
highest that we have ever had at any seminar. It is encouraging that Mr Clifford
has come down from Canberra especially to be here at this seminar. We have had
contribution from a very senior and experienced Sydney journalist who is him-
selfa member of the legal profession in his own right. Everyone of the comment-
ators has had a signiﬁcant stature. 1 can see other distinguished leaders of the
profession. I see three Supreme Court judges here, other leading academics, a
very senior_departmental officer. I repeat that the quality of those who have
come here this evening has elevated the stature of this seminar to one which will
be of significant use, when the transcript is taken out, to those who are engaged
in the ongoing work of looking ahead to what can be done by way of avoiding
the degree of crime in the legal profession about which we are concerned.
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